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Thesestorieswerecreatedbyclassgroups
whoattendedFightingWordsprimaryschool
workshopsaroundtheisland.

Thepupilsworkedtogetherforthefirsthalf
oftheworkshoptocreatethecharactersand
developtheopeninghalfoftheirstory,which
youcanreadhere.

Studentshadtheopportunitytofinishthe
storyindividuallyinthesecondhalfofthe
workshop,ortowritesomethingcompletely
new.

Primary Stories Created in workshops across the island

T
hese are strange days indeed. No
doubt about that.

Sometimes it’s hard to get our
head around it all. Make some
sense of everything. Articulate

that nagging sense that lurks beneath the
daily humdrum – those endless walks, the
even more endless Zoom meetings. It’s
hard, somehow, to express those deeply
felt hopes and fears surrounding all our
uncertain, shifting futures. So, mostly, it
seems best not to think about it at all. Head
down, carry on. By all means, give out
about the government and Nphet and
Astra Zeneca . But really, whatever you
say, say nothing.

The talented young writers here haven’t
done that. Haven’t taken the easy route.
They’ve taken it all in. Looked hard at
themselves and the world around them.
Searched deep inside and far beyond. For
there is a certain freedom to be found in
lockdown. The possibility of a sort of
creative jailbreak. A chance to delve into
the endless possibilities of one’s own
imagination. But that can only be done
with bravery and encouragement and in
the belief that someone will listen and
attend.

This wide selection of new writing was
chosen from a vast array of submissions
from across the island. The subjects were
as varied as their authors. But, naturally,
some recurring themes emerged: apoca-

lyptic visions related to climate change;
reflections on the current pandemic and
life in lockdown; escapist forays into the
other-worlds of fantasy and science fiction;
as well as thoughtful meditations on the
natural world. But these themes and more
were approached through the unique
prism of each individual voice – unfet-
tered, urgent and articulate. They are a joy
to read and seem the embodiment of
Fighting Words’ inherent philosophy of
valuing every individual imagination and
celebrating each and every person’s
creativity.

Understandably, there is a hint of
unease too in these stories. The quiet
nagging pulse of worry. But stronger than

this is the current of life and joy that
permeates the writing. A lively sense of
energy and a belief that hope will some-
how overcome and we might just prevail.
During recent times, our younger people
have been unfairly vilified for supposed
breaches of restrictions rather than
celebrated for their resilience and forti-
tude. However, these pieces of writing
capture something of the true energy and
resourcefulness of our younger genera-
tions. Of new writers connected to the
realness of things, responsible yet ques-
tioning, and still capable of laughter and
delight.

Dive into these short stories and poems
and fragments of wonder. Then go for your
5km walk or your sea swim or whatever.
But first, just relax and read. And marvel.

Things just might be alright after all.

Fragments of wonder from
our younger generation
Alan Gilsenan

There is a certain
freedom to be found in

lockdown. The possibility of a
sort of creative jailbreak

Recurring themes of unease
around the pandemic are shot
through with energy and joy from
an articulate collection of writers

‘‘

Writer, filmmaker and theatre director Alan Gilsenan
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Y
ou’re one year old. The food your
mother is trying to feed you is all
wrong, and she must bribe you
with stalks of broccoli.

You’re 2½ years old. You want
to read. You ask your parents to teach you,
and you begin to learn. It makes sense. You
like it.

You’re four years old. You accidentally
touch the velcro strap of one shoe. It looks
darker without really looking darker. You
touch the same strap on the other shoe so
it will have the same amount of Touch. It
looks darker than the first. You spend ten
minutes trying to give both shoes the same
amount of Touch.

You’re five years old. Your mother has
given you some food to eat, but she is
having problems convincing you it isn’t too
spicy.

You’re six years old. Your ears ring
when the sun is bright. They always have.

You’re seven years old. You’re staring,
stock still, at a shell on the beach, and
you’ve been in the same, slightly lopsided,
position for 10 minutes. Your father tells
you it’s not musical statues.

You’re nine years old. You didn’t com-
plete a task properly, because you did what
you were told to do. Your father is asking if
you need to be told everything: “breathe
in, breathe out”! You’re crying into your
hands because you know to breathe, and
you know what will happen if you don’t, so
of course you don’t need to be told to
breathe. You’ve had enough time to figure
out how to breathe. You try to explain this,
but you’re just being “insolent”.

You’re 10 years old. You’ve been
buying every book, poster and other item
connected with The Beatles that you can
get your hands on. You just told someone
an incredibly interesting fact about the
’60s boy band in question. They look
blankly at you and share a look with
everyone else there. You’re told that
you’re “always spouting random factoids”.

You’re 10 years old. You’ve learnt to
control when you get the urge to scream
and cry and thrash around even though
there’s nothing else to do and everything’s
so distressing and you can’t really help it.
You’re praised for being better behaved,
but something’s aching inside your chest
and begging to be released.

You’re 10 years old. Your socks are
crinkling down in your wellies and you
can’t think about anything else. You stop
to adjust them every two minutes or so.
The others shout at you that it’s the same
for everyone, they manage fine, and you’re
being selfish.

You’re 11 years old. You have to do a
group project in school, and you’re dread-
ing it. Nobody ever does it right, if they
even do it at all. You end up doing the
whole project because nobody else agrees
to do anything other than copy and paste a
single paragraph each from Wikipedia,

without even changing the formatting to
make it look like they didn’t do that. You do
a nice project. Everyone gets cross with
you for being a control freak.

You’re 12 years old. You’re at your first
sleepover. You say you like the atmos-
phere. The other girls look at each other
and laugh. None of them say anything like
that so explicitly. They all just know. The

next day you check their Instagrams and
realise they’ve been having sleepovers
without you.

You’re 12 years old. A boy in your class
said “see yous” to your Gaeltacht house,
and now you can’t stop saying “yous” for
the plural form of “you”.

You’re 12 years old. You listen to Monty
Python’s Brave Sir Robin song on repeat

You’re 16
years old

Fighting Words 2021

M North
Age 16
Mount Temple Community School,
Dublin 3
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Once upon a time there lived a
giant superfast rabbit called Sir
Hops-a-lot. He shared his home,

an underground bunker in the Amazon,
with his best friend Chopper the pig.

Chopper never stopped talking.
Morning, noon and night he talked and
talked and Sir Hops-a-lot never could
get a word in.

Every night Hops and Chopper sat
gazing at the moon and wondered what
it is made of.

Hops had a dream of being the first
rabbit in space and to discover that the
moon is actually made out of cheese.

Even though Hops is a superfast

rabbit and can run at great speed, he has
one problem – he is terrified of heights!

Despite Chopper’s attempts to encour-
age him to overcome his fear, all efforts
fail. How is Hops going to overcome his
fear of heights if he is to realise his
ambition of becoming the first rabbit in
space? . . .

I didn’t know I’d miss,
Getting up early to go to school.
Miss doing work in class,
Even the boring classes.

I didn’t think I’d miss,
Getting in trouble,
Waiting in line for a chicken roll,
Even being close enough to hear a breath.

I knew I’d miss,
My best friend,
But I didn’t know I’d miss her annoying me,
Even getting me in trouble for talking.

I wish everything was normal,
Everyone could hug and kiss again,
Go places without a mask,
Not worry.

for three hours.
You’re 12 years old. You learn 37 digits

of pi off by heart. It becomes known that
you’re the kid who knows some long
number off by heart. People do ask you to
recite it, but they ask it while looking at
each other. One time, when your class has
a competition to learn the most of it for Pi
Day, you win; of course you do. Everyone

laughs, but you don’t. You can’t see what’s
funny.

You’re 13 years old. A kid at school calls
you “weird”. You laugh. You know you’re
weird. You’ve been told it enough times,
and you don’t know why people think it’s
news . . . or an insult, for that matter. Well.
You know it’s because it’s “uncool” or
whatever. But you don’t care.

You’re 13 years old. Your family are
eating a meal that seems to be 95 per cent
artichoke. You’ve not eaten artichoke
before that you can remember. You try it.
Your entire body recoils in revulsion, your
gag reflex kicks in, your brain hurts, your
head hurts, your mouth hurts, your ears
hurt from the sound of it in your mouth.
You want to scrunch your shoulders up
and give in to that feeling at the back of
your throat. It’s the first time you’ve ever
flat out refused to finish a meal. You can’t.
It’ll make you sick.

You’re 14 years old. You mess with your
hair. Your friend says “oh, you’re a hair
twirler”. You frown, confused. It’s not
something you do for a purpose. It just
feels wrong, it feels so bloody wrong, when
you don’t.

You’re 14 years old. You listen to The
Boomtown Rats’ I Don’t Like Mondays on
repeat for four hours.

You’re 15 years old. You’ve been sitting
on your own in history class since the year
started. There’s a test. It would be very
helpful for an individual to have a good
rote memory. Suddenly three separate
people ask to sit beside you.

You’re 15 years old. You just referred to
your philtrum – the little dip in one’s upper
lip – because it was incredibly sore after
weeks of being rubbed with a tissue (you
have a cold). Your sister calls it a “nosy-lip
thing”. Your family laughs at the word you
used. You haven’t tried to correct your
sister. You simply used the first word, the
word that occurred to you first, yourself.

You’re 16 years old. You’re diagnosed
autistic.

Being diagnosed with ASD after 16 years
is like suddenly feeling you’re allowed to
try to free yourself from a straitjacket
everyone else has been insisting you’re not
in in the first place. Some people will still
refuse to believe you’re not just someone
who’s selfishly refusing to use their hands
to get on with all the everyday tasks, and
then you get in trouble for not doing the
tasks, but at least now you know you’re in
the straitjacket. Others may not accept it
for a reason, but you know in yourself that
you’re not just being selfish. And that does
help.

But it doesn’t have to be like that. Being
autistic isn’t like being in a straitjacket;
being autistic in an aggressively
neurotypical society is. Autism isn’t
inherently disabling. Autistic traits
don’t pose any issue when only around
other autistic people, and before today’s
capitalist society came along, being
autistic was an advantage.

Food for thought.

Kelsey White Burke
Age 13
Enniscorthy Vocational College, Co Wexford

A Hop into space
Aughacasla National
School, Dingle
Peninsula, Kerry
5th and 6th class
Illustrated by Godfrey Coppinger

Primary Stories

A poem for these times
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H
er palms are disgusting and
clammy as the teacher looks
around the room for someone
to answer the question. She
knows the answer but she

can’t answer because what if it’s wrong,
what if she’s wrong and everyone laughs at
her and she gets ignored for the rest of her
life, and what if everyone thinks–

As her mind races, the teacher says
something. She glances up from her harsh
stare at her clenched fists and sees the
class looking at her, and only her. She
blinks and looks at the teacher. He smiles
at her, encouraging her to speak.

“The, um...” she takes a deep breath and
almost shouts the answer. She was correct,
according to the teacher, but her mind’s
already sprinting ahead, overthinking
everything. Why did she stutter? Why did
she shout? God, she had one job and she
messed it up, and she told Mam she would
do it today but of course she couldn’t.

The class continues at a snail’s pace as
she works on the sums put up on the board
for them to answer for classwork and to

“complete for homework. I heard that
Jack, watch your language!” Her teacher
was very observant, she thought. No other
teacher could hear Jack muttering under
his breath. But does that mean that he can
hear her worrying and silently talking to
herself, and oh God, what if he thinks she’s
crazy and sends her off somewhere and-

A shadow falls on her copybook as she
taps her finger on her thigh, waiting for
the class to end. Her teacher picks up her
copy and reads the answers before looking
at her and smiling. “All correct. Well
done,” he whispers so as not to disturb the
class.

She manages a small, forced smile as she
avoids eye contact. She doesn’t want a
conversation, she wants him to move on,
but of course that doesn’t happen. He pulls
a chair over beside her table and taps her
copy.

“This is very high quality. Could I show
this to the class? Some of the others don’t
know how to rule a page, apparently,” he
mutters. She sees her life flash before her
eyes at the very idea of this. They’d call her
a nerd, or worse, and what if her only
friends abandoned her and never talked to
her again, or what if they all made her do
their homework for them?

The teacher nods at her, almost reading
her mind. “No worries, someone is bound
to have a copy like yours.” Her teacher
puts the chair back and claps his hands to
get the class’s attention. “Alright, lads, you
can get packed up for break!”

He looks over to her again. “If you need
to talk about your... your anxiety, my
door’s always open.” She nods at him and
he walks away to go reprimand Jack again.

She packs up quietly and quickly. The

quicker she leaves the class, the further
she’d be away from the silent judgment.
The bell rings and she almost sprints out of
the class to the library. She can just play
chess, or something. She technically
doesn’t need someone else to play, she can
just practice her moves so she can finally
beat her older brother.

“I’ve been wondering where you were,”
the librarian says as she sets up the chess
set for her. “You know, a couple of kids
have been asking for you!”

She almost drops her water bottle at
this. “Pardon? Someone was asking for...
for me?” she asks. The librarian won’t
judge her for her anxiety. She trusts the
librarian, she’s nice. She plays chess with
her sometimes as well.

“Well, you were gone for almost two

weeks. They were worried about you.
Actually, I have...” she rooted around in
her bag and produced a card. “A get well
soon card, from your class.”

She looks at the card. There’s so much
glitter and pink, it’s almost eye bleeding to
look at. She opens the card and a little mint
falls on to the table. It’s signed by almost
everyone in the class. She looks at the card,
and then at the librarian and then back to
the card.

“Before you ask, no teacher told them to
do this. They made it in their free class and
gave it to me.”

She’s on the verge of tears. Her mind
decides to work it’s magic : maybe this is to
make fun of her, maybe they don’t actually
like it. And for once, she shuts it up. She
holds the card and puts it into her bag as

Primary Stories

What if?

Alyssa McDonald
Age 15
Trinity Comprehensive,
Ballymun, Dublin 11

One Saturday, Cow Man and Fun the Polar Bear were running away
from McDonald’s who wanted to turn Cow Man into a burger. When
they were running away from McDonald’s, Cow Man shouted, “AAAH-

HH!”
Then Cow Man saw one of the McDonald’s workers in a Lamborghini and

he wanted to steal it. Cow Man and Fun went over to the car and Cow Man
squirted milk at the worker.

“Get out of my car!” shouted Cow Man.
“No!” said the worker, in a deep voice.
Just then, a load of cows lined up behind Cow Man and the worker ran away.

“Fine, then,” Cow Man said, feeling bad. “I’ll buy the Lamborghini for
¤1,000.”

Just then, the police cars drove up...

The Runaway

Fighting Words 2021

St Rose’s National
School, Tallaght,
Dublin 24
3rd and 4th class
Illustrated by Marie Stamp
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Once upon a time there lived a
hamburger named Bob. His best
friend was a hot dog named Billy.

He lived in a place called Greasy Town.
They were going on their holiday in 2016

when they saw an evil chef who took all of
Bob’s ingredients off. And Billy the Hot
Dog helped put his ingredients back on.
They both said, “Phew! That was close.”

They saw a statue of ham and they
started talking about how great it was.

“Should we eat it?” whispered Bob.
“Let’s get some ketchup to put on it,”

said Billy.
“Let’s go to New York city for our

holiday,” said Bob.

“Let’s eat the statue first,” said Billy.
In New York city Bob and Billy saw the

evil chef who tried to take their toppings
again. Then they were fighting with the
evil chef called Joe because they didn’t like
the food he served to them.

After the fight, a meteor landed on the
evil chef and he shouted, “I’ll be back.”

When they went back to Greasy
Town, Billy the Hot Dog jumped out of
the aeroplane. He was skydiving. But the
plane crashed into a tree and Bob jumped
out.

she blinks away the tears. Maybe they
don’t think she’s a freak, or a weirdo.

“Diana!” She turns around to see a
couple of people from her class coming
towards her table. One sits in front of her
and grins. “Let’s play.” He says. It’s Jack,
and his mates, the cool people who hate
her and she knows that, so stop kidding
yourself, this is some stupid dare. She puts
her mind on halt...

And she smiles at him back.
Takes a deep breath.
“Let’s, um . . . let’s play.”
Small steps, she thinks, as she plays her

first move. Maybe, she thinks, just maybe,
she could actually stop her mind for good
one day. The four words she just uttered
could change her life, so long as she keeps
going.

I pop my head out the window
and gaze at the infamous yellow cranes,
That are subtly hidden
Tucked away by the luscious green trees
of Ormeau park,

Blocking the view
are old raggedy flags
that drape depressingly from the lamp posts
Constantly reminding us of our violent past

I take in my surroundings,
I notice the maze of towering terraced houses
That stretch to the horizon

I take a deep slow ataractic breath
But it’s disturbed,
the pitter patter of life echoes through these narrow streets

At first glance it may seem eerily quiet
Almost barren, destitute of life
But if you listen closely
You can hear the unseen world of Belfast

I can hear the clapping of wings over head
The joyous melodic choir of chirping
Coming from all directions

It’s truly beautiful and serene
Yet everyone is missing it
They’re all in their beds
Unaware of nature’s tranquil beauty

The animals seem to live together in harmony
In a peaceful co-existing bliss
Respectful of all life,
No matter their species
Maybe we should take a page from their book!

However it’s a damp dull morning,
The sky has taken its typical grey form
I forgot to mention that it’s five o’clock
You might be thinking to yourself
I’m up early

But to the contrary
I’m actually up rather late
It’s been another sleepless night
See life is about perspective.
One person’s early
Is another’s late

why can’t we be like the animalsBe respectful of each other’s
perspectives
Understand one another
No matter creed nor religion

As humans we often regard ourselves
As being intelligent or as a higher life form than a simple animal
Well they seem to have it figured it out
I mean when’s the last time you saw a badger rioting
Or a dog throwing petrol bombs

We’re both made of the same stuff
Blood is blood
And skin is skin
respect is respect
And compassion is human,

so if you think as a species
we’re smarter than an animal,
Then don’t discriminate on someone’s
Colour, religion or creed
Nor someone’s background

We’re all made of the same star dust
Formed from million if not billions of years ago,
To me that’s more beautiful than any black bird

singing in the dead of night!

St Fiachra’s JNS
Artane, Dublin 5
2nd class
Illustrated by Tadhg Carey

Belfast

Louí Montague
Age 16
Colaiste Feirste, Belfast, Co Antrim

Billy and Bob’s
adventure

Primary Stories
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17thJanuary2019
Dear Callum,
You wrote me a letter, so I thought I’d

write you one too. That’s what you do
when someone writes you a letter, isn’t it?
You respond. Though I’m pretty sure you
won’t be responding to this letter any time
soon. You said in your letter that you were
sorry and that you loved me and that this
wasn’t my fault. That there was nothing I
could have done. I don’t believe that. I
don’t really think I even believe that you’re
gone.

God knows I’ve said it to myself enough
times over the last three days. You’re dead.

I thought writing it down might make it
seem more real.

It didn’t.
I don’t know what I want to say to you at

the moment. Maybe I’ll write to you again
when I do.

Love Maddie

18thJanuary2019
Dear Callum,
Your funeral was today. It was the first

time I’d seen your family since it hap-
pened. I think if you could have seen them
today, you wouldn’t have done it. Your
parents just looked so ... lost, I guess that’s
the best way to describe it. I don’t think
your mam stopped crying through the
whole thing. Emily seemed angry, mostly.
She’s always so protective of you, she can’t
bear the thought of someone hurting you,
even if that someone is yourself.

Do you want to know something weird? I
looked for you when I went into the
church. To try and find you, to sit next to
you. Then I remembered. That’s been
happening a lot. I forget for a second, and

there’s just this little niggling feeling that
something’s wrong, and I can’t quite put
my finger on what it is. Or I’ll go to text you
about how horrible everything is, and then
I remember the reason that everything is
so horrible.

You’ll be glad to know that I did manage
to find the irony in going to a Catholic
funeral for one of the most atheist people I
have ever met. I almost managed to find it
funny when the priest said God was wait-
ing to welcome you home. Almost. All my
senses are a bit muted; I have to try extra
hard to hear, and see, and think. I feel a
little bit like I’m underwater.

I hope I come up soon.
Love Maddie

22ndJanuary
Dear Callum,
I don’t think I’ve ever gone more than a

day not talking to you before, and now it’s
been a week. And soon it’ll be a month, and
then two, and then suddenly years and
years will go by and I’m never going to get
to talk to you again. Never is a very long
time, and I’m just at the beginning of it.
How am I supposed to go through the
years and years of it? I’m exhausted al-
ready, and it’s only been a week. I am so
sick of being sad, but I don’t think I’m ever
really going to be happy again. That’s the
thing though; I don’t want to be happy
again. I don’t want there to be a day where
you being gone isn’t unbearable. I don’t
want to move on with my life, and learn to
live without you, I just want you back.

I wish you could have known that. I wish
I could tell you. God, there are so many
things I wish I could tell you.

But I can’t.
Love Maddie

29thJanuary2019
Dear Callum,
I went back to school yesterday. I was a

bit surprised to see that the world had kept
turning since you died. I couldn’t believe
people were still able to smile, and laugh,
and complain about tests like they actually
mattered. I don’t think I’ve learned a single
thing. I feel like someone’s taken my brain
out and filled my head back up with wool.

I’ve realised today how little I enjoy
History. It’s not the same without you
turning around every five seconds to ask

Ella O’Neill
Age 17
Donabate Community College,
Co Dublin

Dear
Callum
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me the answer to a question, or make fun
of Mr O’Reilly. It’s pretty boring, to be
honest.

I’m realising that a lot of things I used to
love about school were just you. I thought I
loved the walk to school on cold mornings,
but I really just loved you making fun of me
for complaining about the cold. I thought I
loved going to the library at lunchtime, but
I just loved meeting you there and listen-
ing to you tell me about your day.

So much of my life was you. I’m not sure
who I am without you in it.

Love Maddie

5thFebruary2019
Dear Callum,
I miss you.
Love Maddie

8thFebruary
Dear Callum,
I hate you sometimes. Even though I

know I shouldn’t, and that I’m probably a
horrible person for thinking it, I hate you. I
hate that you’re gone, and that you
couldn’t stay for me. I hate that I have to go
every day for the rest of my life without
you, and it’s all your fault. How could you
do this to me? How could you leave me
here? I hate that this is my life now: the girl
whose best friend killed himself.

But even more than I hate you, I hate
myself. I hate that I couldn’t see it. You
were miserable, and I had no clue. Some
best friend I am. I hate that I couldn’t stop
you or help you or do anything. I just
complained to you about all my problems,
blissfully ignorant that you were fighting
against your own mind.

I know you said in your letter that it
wasn’t my fault and that you didn’t blame
me, but how could you not? I was the worst
friend in the world and now you’re gone
because of it.

I’m so sorry.
Love Maddie

28thAugust2019
Dear Callum,
I know I haven’t written in a while. I’m

sorry. Writing to you when you couldn’t
write back started to make me feel worse
rather than better. I started to feel silly
pouring my heart out on a page you would
never read. But I wanted to talk to you
again.

My first day of sixth year was today. A
new girl sits in your seat in History now. It
made my heart ache, but I didn’t cry like I
would have two months ago. I eat lunch in
the cafeteria now, with Lauren and Róisín.

I miss you just as much as I did last
January. I’m always going to miss you. I
hope you know that.

Forever without you still feels like a long
time, but it doesn’t feel so unbearable now.
I know that was my worst fear, but I don’t
mind it so much.

I don’t know what else to say, but maybe
I will someday.

Love Maddie

Nuair a bhím ag caint le m’fhón “cliste”,
Ní thuigeann sé mé.
Arsa mé, “Okay Google, conas a déarfá ‘chemical bonding’ as Gaeilge?”
Agus ní thuigeann sé mo cheist.

Freagraíonn sé le pictiúr de liathróidí beaga
Ag damhsa i líne, ag canadh go leictreach.

Taispeánann na leictreoin dom patrún agus
Cuirim ceist orm féin,
An mbíonn na Gaeilgeoirí ag fulaingt?

Fulaingt atá iomlán difriúil leis an mbealach armonach,
Le chéile,
Os mo chomhair.

An bhfuil cead againn muid féin a aistriú
Nó a chur in iúl

Nó an ruaigeann muid
Ar nós
Núicléas an leictreoin
An oiread sin
Níl a fhios againn cé sinne.

Lost in
translation

Emma Muldoon Ryan
Aois 18
St Mary’s Secondary School, Mallow, Co Cork
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I
turn out our gate, heading off for
some fresh air and a bit of space. Not
much has changed here since lock-
down, it was never a busy place. The
warmth of the summer air is starting

to cool as dusk creeps ever closer, but it is

still bright. The hill is quite steep and full of
potholes. I can hear the echo of children,
laughter bouncing off the valley. We can
hear everything in our house at the bot-
tom, and sometimes things we really
shouldn’t, but we can’t help it.

The green ditches and soft grass along
the road sway in the breeze, wildflowers
and old stonework poke through them,
desperate to be seen. The wildlife has
carried on and as I approach a large tree
full of nests, I know it will continue as
normal. Swallows and crows dart above
my head, while Blue Tits and House
Sparrows stare at me inquisitively, wonder-
ing am I another one of those blow-ins who
like to drive here to walk. The fact that
strangers come here to walk upsets the
locals, but also shows that ours is a nice
area. They are breaking lockdown rules
and that is frowned upon by the natives.

The birds twitter above my head as a bee
flies past my ear. The cows in the yard are
making more and more racket until I hear
the farmer shout, “Get up out of that.” As I
round the corner, I can see more invaders
coming from the Caim road, droves of
them. There are at least three groups of
people there and they’re all coming this
way. I walk on a bit until I spot a Renault
Scenic outside of my neighbour’s house. I
know she’s gone shopping, so I find it
strange and take the registration num-
ber.The wind in the field on my other side
is shaking the unripe barley, making it
swish and crack.

I go down another hill and I see from the
bottom that more of those blow-ins are
coming right towards me. Well that’s their
problem, not mine, so I continue walking.
As I draw nearer, I see that they are wear-
ing coats, on a day like this? Suspicious. I

The tale
of the tea

William was an old posh man
from Britain. In an old cabin,
he was enjoying a cup of tea.

It was a cabin on one of his lands
because he owned a lot of land.
William was in a bad mood.

The big pot of water was hanging
idle over the fire. He used his last
tea bag the night before and in the
morning he had no tea. Luckily, his
best friend, Johnny the farmer,
brought him a tea bag! But the tea bag
Johnny gave him only lasted one cup
of tea. So, they had to go to the shop
but they were sold out of tea!

“Someone just bought all the tea,”
the cashier informed them.

William and Johnny were upset.
They went to find the person who
lived in the house on the hill. Johnny
got his John Deere 6920 tractor stuck
in the mud on the way up the hill.

“I’m stuck in the mud again, just
like the battles in the second World
War,” shouted William.

Suddenly, the tractor started slowly
rolling down the hill with one of them
in it.

“The brake callipers are worn!”
Johnny was stuck in the tractor.

William tried to run after him
but he hurt his back and Johnny’s
shoelace got caught in the tractor...

Glebe NS, Wicklow
6th Class
Illustrated by Philip Eliot

Katie Nolan
Age 14
Enniscorthy Vocational College,
Co Wexford

Primary Stories

A walk in lockdown
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glare at them and a woman looks back at
me with a scornful stare, then jumps into a
ditch as though I was the one who wasn’t
meant to be there. What I took to be her
husband sighed and walked on, then called
back, “Jeanie, Mary, it’s only a child come
on would you.” I walked for another bit
and when the coast was clear I turned
around to go home.

Now turning on to my own side road, I
was met by the familiar chorus of small
birds. That’s when I spotted them. The
vixen, carrying a dead hare, while her two
cubs trailed along behind. She stared at me
warily, while her curious cubs tried to
stretch their heads up to see what was
bothering her. I walked on a bit and
pretended not to notice them, and she
seemed to relax. A gunshot rang out, the
donkey brayed, she ran on, and so did I,
both knowing it wasn’t safe to be here.

I’m in my bedroom,
playing Float Island on my computer.

A game where you can live a life of peace and
harmony on a mysterious island,
A world that is digital,
not real.

The neighbours greet me as usual.
They are always cheerful and happy to see me.
I tend to my animals.
Cut crops on my farm.
Expanding my island to the fullest.

An hour passes.
I can smell the sweat and dampness of old clothes
beneath my seat
as I tidy my virtual house.
I talk to my neighbours again.
They are happy and cheerful.
I wish that they knew who I really was and what I looked like.
If only they knew.
I feed my animals.
Cook my crops.
Expanding my island to the fullest.

Two hours gone.
My eyes wince at the spectrum
of virtual light.
I ignore the sun piercing through the
broken roof window,
burning my neck with hatred and warmth.

My virtual parents arrive.
They come with dialogues of affection and
graphics for gifts.
I hear my dad yell at me from downstairs,
but I ignore it.
I lock up my animals.
Eat my crops.
Expanding my island to the fullest.

My dry lips breath in the molecules of air.
Oxygen.
One of my neighbours asked to go out with me.
He is excited to see me.
He thinks that I am the happiest person he knows.
The window opposite me releases a breeze.
It’s temptingly pulling me,
as if I could fly.
I hear crashes and shouting downstairs,
but I feel nothing. No pain or regret.

I kill my animals.
I needed food.
I was running low on crops anyway.
My character fuels up with energy as
I continue to sink from lack of nourishment.
Three hours pass.
A game that is virtual.
Real.
I grow more crops.
Expanding my island to the fullest.

I regret what I did
and now I feel pain.
My neighbours are shocked at the killing,
but they are not angry.

God,
how I wish they were angry.

They have no consciousness of their world.
Their loop.
They are stuck in a cruel,
everlasting cycle.
That makes me scared.
I know however,
that this joyful world is controlled by one person.
Only one person.

My island has fully expanded.
My potential completed.
I hear footsteps coming upstairs.
My door unlocks.
I breathe in.
I know who the controlling person is.
It’s me.
But I feel no fear,
no regret,
Because I have control.
Besides,
this isn’t real,
is it?

Float Island

Alexandra Brackfield
Age 16
Sutton Park School, Dublin 13
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‘I
wish things could be different.”

“What?”
“You heard me.”
Nicholas turned to better look

at Charlie. He was lying on his
back on the grass just on the other side of
the tree, his head propped up by a ruck-
sack. Three whole metres away. The
muted sun rays typical of a day in late
August made the blonde waves of his hair
glow gold. His grey eyes just peeked over
the black mask that covered half of his
face.

“I heard you,” Nicholas said, “I just want
to know what you meant.”

Nicholas heard Charlie’s muffled sigh.
“All of this,” said Charlie, slicing his arm

through the air as a way of addressing the
world, “It’s not normal.”

“Is there such thing as normal?”
“Come on, don’t give me the philosophi-

cal crap,” said Charlie, “You know full well
what I mean.”

Nicholas shrugged. His shoulders slid
up and down the grass in the process, but
he wasn’t worried about stains. The
sweater was old. And besides, it took more

than a shrug to stain a sweater.
“It’s not really philosophy,” he said, “I’m

just saying how it’s always been.”
“Nicholas, we haven’t always been

either locked away from the world or
trapped behind masks.”

“‘Trapped behind masks’? That’s a bit
dramatic.”

Charlie raised his eyebrows at him. He
suddenly sat up, picked up his bag with one
hand and looked like he was about to
throw it at the other boy, until a realisation
dawned in his eyes and he dropped the bag
with a sad flump.

“I can’t even do that anymore.”
“What, chuck your stuff at me?” Nicho-

las hoped Charlie could hear the grin in his
voice, as opposed to seeing it on his face.
He too was wearing a mask, this one white
with drawings scribbled all over it in
laundry marker. The light fabric stood out
against his black skin, and was positioned
over the mouth and nose and right below
his round glasses. The glasses seemed to
have made it their mission to fog up at
every second breath. Every few moments
the world was covered in mist. Nicholas
wiped them for the millionth time that day,
then heaved himself upwards.

As he got to his feet, he looked around
the park. It was as ordinary as you could
get, for the apocalypse. Some children
were running around and screaming, not a
mask or a parent in sight. Groups of
teenagers were scattered in clusters
around the area, some in masks and some
apparently unaware the world was just
about ending. The highlight was an elderly
woman walking her big fluffy dog; nothing
weird or unusual, it was just sweet.

“Come on,” he said to Charlie.
“What?”

“We’re going for a walk.”
Charlie gave a theatrical sigh, but

clambered to his feet all the same. He
slung his bag on to his back and quirked his
eyebrows up at Nicholas.

“Where are we going?”
“I’ll show you.” Nicholas wished he

could take the other boy by the hand, but
unfortunately that wasn’t the case any

more. He walked off from the tree, stop-
ping to look behind him to make sure
Charlie was following. He was, and so they
both continued forward.

It had been almost a year now since
Nicholas had asked the other boy out.
Almost a year since Charlie had said yes.
They had shared so many moments
together before and since then. They had

Fighting Words 2021

Different,
but the
same

Klavdia Wilson
Age 18
Loreto Abbey Dalkey, Co Dublin
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always been there for one another when
times were hard, got through exams
together, made each other laugh in the
most unlikely of situations and had spent
nights staying awake until 3am listening to
musical theatre. And now here they were,
unable to even hold each other’s hand.

Nicholas led the way towards the clump
of trees near the back of the park. He had
always called it ‘the forest’ as a kid, though
really it was half an acre of oak trees
clustered together, along with some
brambles and a small stream that led to a
natural pool of water too small to be called
a lake and too big (and permanent) to be a
puddle. Still, the name had always stuck.

Nicholas walked through under the
shadows of the trees and was about to go in
further when he realised he couldn’t hear
his boyfriend behind him. He glanced over
his shoulder and saw Charlie had stopped
a few metres back. It was difficult to read
his face with the mask, but his eyes seemed
to have a doubtful gleam about them.

“What’s wrong?” asked Nicholas.
“Nothing,” Charlie looked away, “I just

don’t know if I feel like climbing around
the bushes right now.”

Nicholas frowned, though Charlie
obviously couldn’t see that.

“You’ve never said no to the forest,” he
said, “Even in the middle of the night.”

This was true. The summer before,
Charlie had been over at Nicholas’s for the
night and the two had got bored. Neither of
them could sleep so Nicholas had suggest-
ed a walk, to which Charlie had said no.
After a good fifteen minutes of light
arguing, and then two hours or so of
watching Dead Poets Society, Charlie had
finally decided that sneaking to the woods
at an ungodly hour wasn’t such a bad idea
after all, and so the two had put on coats
and run off to the park, which was only a
two-minute walk from the house. That
night had been exhilarating and scary at
the same time, but the glow of the moon
over the water pool and the dark shapes of
the swaying trees, all while Charlie was by
his side, would always be imprinted in
Nicholas’s memory.

“I know,” sighed Charlie, bringing
Nicholas back to the present, “I just don’t
know if it’ll be the same.”

Nicholas thought for a second, then
clambered back out from the bushes over
to Charlie.

“Hey,” he said softly.
“What?”
“I know everything is different right

now. And I know it feels like things will
never be the same again…”

“Because they won’t be.”
“We don’t know that.”
Charlie looked away.
“No day’s ever the same as the one

before,” Nicholas went on, “And I know
the days are pretty rough at the moment,
but that doesn’t mean there aren’t good
things to be found in them.”

“Like what?”

“Like the stars in the sky at night, the
taste of ice cream, the flowers, the trees…”
Nicholas thought for a second, “I bet the
trees don’t even realise there’s a pandemic
going on.”

“Wish I were a tree,” Charlie looked
back up at Nicholas, a hint of his old
humour in his eyes, “Must be nice.”

“Yeah,” said Nicholas, “Except when
birds start building nests in your branches,
then having kids up there and–“

“OK, gosh, I’m sorry I said anything,”
laughed Charlie, then took three long
strides towards the forest and ducked
under the foliage. He disappeared among
the trees, and Nicholas didn’t have time to
react before his head bobbed out once
again and he yelled–

“You coming or not?”
Nicholas smiled and followed him

through.
The place had a dreamy glow about it,

the golden rays of the sun seeping in
through the tree canopies and causing the
green foliage to shimmer like emeralds.
Nicholas looked around, trying to catch
sight of Charlie, but his boyfriend seemed
to have disappeared. Shrugging, he
pressed on, assuming the other boy had
simply continued onwards to the water
pool without him.

Upon arrival, there was still no sign of
Charlie. Nicholas was about to call out,
when suddenly he heard a loud rustling
and a waterfall of leaves came tumbling
right on top of him. He cried out, brushing
the leaves off his clothes as he heard
laughter coming from behind him. He
turned around to see Charlie halfway up
one of the smaller trees, his hand leaning
on the branch he had used as his ambush
weapon. Nicholas joined in the laughter,
signalling for Charlie to come join him on
the ground. Charlie jumped down from the
tree, and the two of them found places to
sit by the water pool. All that could be
heard for the next moments was the
trickling of the stream water, the whisper-
ing of leaves and the sound of the two boys
catching their breaths after the
much-needed laughter.

“Nicholas?” Charlie finally said. Nicho-
las turned to look at him, taking him in. His
grey eyes were crinkled slightly, and
Nicholas could tell that he was smiling
underneath the mask.

“Yeah?”
“Maybe you were right. Maybe some

things do stay the same.”
Nicholas thought for a moment.
“You were right as well.”
“How?”
“Things are very different right now,”

said Nicholas, “And scary. But you know
what?”

“What?”
“Things won’t be bad forever.”
And so, they sat by the water pool. Arms

out but not quite touching. Grins that,
though hidden by masks, are still there in
the end. Different, but the same.

Chuaigh Ali an Cailín
Beag agus Spoke an
Madra go dtí an choill. An
geimhreadh a bhí ann.
Bhí Ali agus Spoke ag
iarraidh clann. Bhí sé
an-fhuar sa gcoill. Nuair a
bhí siad ag siúl sa gcoill,
chonaic siad fear darb
ainm Big Bill. Bhí páirtné-
ir ag Big Bill agus Jim an
Pea an t-ainm a bhí air.

“Táimid fuar agus
táimid ag iarraidh teach.
An féidir linn dul abhaile
libh?” a dúirt Ali le Big
Bill.

“Tá cead agus tá
clann againn freisin!” a
dúirt Big Bill. “Tá crann-
chur ann darb ainm
Babacoundae agus is
féidir milliún euro a
bhuacaint.”

Bhí scanradh ar Spoke
mar ní raibh sé cinnte
faoi Big Bill.

“Níl mé cinnte faoi seo,
Ali,” a dúirt Spoke.

Ansin, chas Ali tim-
peall agus dúirt sí leis an
bhfear, “Níl muid ag
iarraidh airgead, níl muid
ach ag iarraidh clann...”

Shauna Finn
Age 16
Our Lady’s School, Terenure, Dublin 6W

Eachtra Spoke agus Ali

Happiness

Primary Stories

Happiness is like running through a meadow with your hair undone,
Happiness is like dancing in the rain just because it’s fun.
Happiness is when your heart is light and your smile is big,
Being happy is when you can’t help but do an elated jig.

Happiness this year was hard to find
Because we had to keep eachother in mind.
When we handed that assignment in on time,
and the joy when we caught the July sunshine.
It was if the weight was lifted
And we once again were high spirited.

Happiness this past year was bittersweet,
Yet we still managed to stay upbeat.

Soon you’ll disembark from a plane
And forget that you used to be stuck on the isle of rain
Happiness in the form of wanderlust,
Travel restrictions will no longer be a must.

Happiness is like the sun and its rays,
Brightening even the dullest of days.

Scoil Shéamais Naofa, Bearna, Co na Gaillimhe
Rang 3 agus 4
Illustrated by Fearghas Mac Lochlainn
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N
í raibh a fhios agam, céard a
bhí ag tarlú ar dtús. Chuala mé
torann taobh amuigh den
teach. Bhí daoine taobh
amuigh ag rith óna dtithe agus

ag béicíl ar a chéile.
Is ansin a chonaic mé an deatach ag dul

go frathacha agus ag teacht i dtreo na
dtithe. Bhí na tithe níos faide suas an
bóthar clúdaithe le deatach. Thosaigh mé
ag glaoch ar mo thuismitheoirí. Nuair a
chonaic siad céard a bhí ag tarlú thosaigh
siad ag fáil réidh le n-imeacht. Phioc siad
suas an baibín agus rug siad greim ormsa.
Thosaigh muid féin agus chuile dhuine eile
ag rith agus muid ag iarraidh éalú ón
deatach.

Bhí daoine ag éalú i mbáid. Bhí muide
curtha ar báid le cúpla duine eile agus

thosaigh an bád ag seoladh amach i lár an
uisce. Níor thuig mé ag an am gur bolcán a
bhí tar éis pléascadh. Is cuimhin liom an
fanacht ar an mbád sa dorchadas thar
oíche i lár na farraige. Bhí mo mhama ag
breith ar an mbaibín ach níor stop an
baibín ag caoineadh. Bhí sé an-te an oíche
sin agus bhí boladh deataigh mórthimpeall
orainn.

Nuair a dhúisigh mé an mhaidin dar
gcionn bhí gach duine eile ina ndúise-
acht romham. Bhí mise suite in aice le
mo thuismitheoirí. Trasna uaim bhí
clann eile, cailín óg agus a tuismitheoirí.
Bhí mo deaide ag caint le tuismitheoirí
an cailín agus bhí mo mhama ag tabhairt
aire don bhaibín. Bhí siad ag caint os
íseal, ní cuimhin liom céard a bhí siad ag
caint faoi ach is dóigh gur faoin mbolcái

a bhí siad an comhrá.
Is ansin a bhreathnaigh mé thall I

gcúinne an bháid agus chonaic mé fear.
Bhí sé leis fhéin. Phioc sé suas na maidí
ramha a bhí leagtha taobh leis agus
thosaigh sé á socrú san áit cheart. Thuig
mé ansin gurbh é tiománaí an báid é.
Thosaigh na báid eile ag bogadh go mall
tríd an uisce. Ní raibh aon rud le feiceáil
ach báid thart timpeall orainn. Nuair a
bhreathnaigh mé ar ais siar ar an oileán
chonaic mé go raibh scamall dorcha os a
chionn agus bhí gach rud scriosta, dubh,
agus na foirgnimh uilig leagtha. Bhog
muid i ndiaidh na mbád eile. Ní raibh
morán le cloisteáil ach na báid ag bogadh
tríd an uisce. Gach cúpla nóiméad, lig
duine éigin beic astu ag tabhairt treora-
cha do na báid eile. Ní raibh a fhois agam

Maniac Margaret
on a chase

An t-oileán

Amelia Samuels
Aois 14
Coláiste Chroí Mhuire,
An Spidéal, Co na Gaillimhe

Primary Stories
“WHERE IS MY CHEWY TOFFEES!?” Maniac Margaret
demanded. She could hear the children laughing as they ran
away with her toffees.

“Oh no, how are we going to give her toffees if we have eaten
them?” the children whispered as they hid under the kitchen
table.

“Curse those children,” Maniac Margaret shouted very loudly.
“Run,” said one of the children.
One of the children bumped their head on the table and Maniac

Margaret heard. The children quickly dashed out of the house and
jumped on their bikes. Maniac Margaret called for Brian the
mobility scooter and zoomed after them.

Margaret could see them in the corner of her eye, she blinked
and the children were gone…

Alexandra College JS,
Milltown, Dublin 6
5th Class
Illustrated by Ayelet Lalor
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cá raibh mé ag dul.
Tar éis an lae a chaitheamh ag seoladh,

stop na báid a bhí os ár gcomhair ag oileán.
Ní raibh an t-oiléan an-mhór ach bhí a lán
plandaí agus crainn ann. Go tobann stop
bád sin againne. Shiúil muid uilig amach as
an mbád. Tháinig fear suas chomh fada
linn agus dúirt sé é a leanacht. Dúirt sé go
raibh tithe beaga scaipthe thart ar an
oileán agus go raibh cead againn conaí
iontu ar feadh píosa, go dtí go mbeidh
muid in ann dul ar ais abhaile go dtí ár
n-oileán féin.

Nuair a tháinig muid suas chomh fada le
doras an tí, d’oscail an fear an doras. Bhí an
teach an-bheag agus ní raibh ach trí
sheomra ann. Ní raibh rud ar bith in aon
cheann de na seomraí. Bhí siad uilig
folamh. Nuair a bhreathnaigh mé amach

an fhuinneog thug mé faoi deara go raibh
daoine eile ag dul isteach i dtithe thart
timpeall orainn.

Chonaic mé an chlann a bhí ar an mbád
linn ag dul isteach i gceann de na tithe gar
dúinne. Bhí na tithe uilig mar a chéile, bhí
siad uilig péintáilte bán agus bhí doras
beag i lár an tí agus dhá fhuinneog taobh
leis an doras. Ní raibh aon fhuinneoga ar
chúl an tí, ach ba chuma mar nach raibh
móran le feicéáil ar aon nós. Ní raibh ann
ach crainnte. Bhí an teach ina raibh muide
i lár an oileáin, agus mar sin ní raibh tú in
ann an fharraige a fheiceáil ach an oiread.

Ar feadh an chéad sheachtain, ní dhear-
na muid mórán.

I lár an dara seachtain, thosaigh na
páistí ar fad ag dul amach ag imirt le chéile
ar feadh an tráthnóna. Bhí thart ar cúig

dhuine dhéag dúinn ann agus bhí
an-spraoi go deo againn. Chas mé ar
dheartháir agus deirfúir a bhí ar comhhao-
is liomsa agus gach lá d’imir muid peil le
chéile taobh amuigh de na tithe.

Níl a fhois agam go díreach cé mhéad
ama a chaith muid ar an oileán ach sílim go
raibh muid ann thart ar 8 mí. Bhí rogha
againn ag an am, an raibh muid ag iarradh
fanacht ar an oileán nua nó an raibh muid
ag iarradh dul ar ais abhaile.

Rinne mo thuismitheoirí an cinneadh
dul ar ais abhaile go dtí an t-oileán ina
raibh muid cheanna. Chaith muid lá ar an
mbád ag dul ar ais abhaile. Chuaigh cuid
de na clanna eile ar ais go dtí an t-oileán
linn ach d’fhan go leor acu freisin. Nuair a
tháinig an bád chuig stad ag taobh an
oileáin, bhí gach rud chomh difriúil, ní

raibh planda ná ainmhí ar an oileán agus
bhí gach rud scriosta. Dúirt a fear a bhí ag
tiomáint an bháid go raibh siad ag cur caoi
ar an oileán go mall agus go raibh tithe á
dtógáil i gcoirnéal amháin den oileán.
Lean muid fear an bháid agus thug sé
chuig taobh an oileáin muid. Bhí sé go deas
a bheith sa mbaile arís ach bhí sé brónach
an áit a fheiceál mar seo.

Shocraigh muid ar ais isteach sna tithe
nua a bhí togtha. Bhí teach sách mór
againn agus bhí gairdín beag ag taobh an
tí. Bheinn in ann imirt ann. D’airigh mé
uaim na cairde a bhí déanta agam ar an
oileán eile ach bhí a fhios agam go mbeadh
mé in ann dul ar cuairt acu go minic. Cé go
raibh rudaí difriúil dúinn ar fad ar an
oileán mar sin féin bhí mé sásta a bheith sa
mbaile arís.

Is as an bplainéad Neplún é Johnny. An t-ainm ceart atá ar Johnny ná Johnny Chóilín Mhaid-
hc Peaitín Pheaits. Tá gruaig ghorm air agus tá craiceann oráiste aige. Tá Johnny 20 bliain
d’aois.

Is plainéad beag é Neplún agus tá poill air. Tá 120 teanga ann. Níl gnáthdheoch ná gnáthb-
hia thuas ar an bplainéad Neplún mar níl aon uisce acu.

Tá sé an-chosúil leis an domhan ach in áit uisce, tá laibhe ann. Teastaíonn laibhe uathu
chun na caranna a chur ag imeacht. Ólann siad peitreal, agus bíonn ar na peataí díosal glas a
ól. Itheann siad páipéar. Níl mórán ainmhithe ar an bplainéad.

Is plainéad an-saibhir í Neplún. Tá ceithre chos ar chuile dhuine ann, seachas duine
amháin…

Tógann siad isteach dé-oscaíd charbóin agus cuireann siad amach ocsaigin. Tithe rabh-
náilte le go leor fuinneoga atá ann. Bíonn airgead ar na crainnte.

Chuile choicís, gabhann an Rialtas timpeall agus tugann siad airgead do chuile theach. In
áit báisteach, titeann bia. Tá dath glas ar fhuil na ndaoine atá ina gcónaí ar Neplún…

Scoil Náisiúnta Thír
an Fhia, Leitir Móir,
Co na Gaillimhe
Rang 6
Illustrated by Fearghas Mac Lochlainn

Johnny agus
Cóilín
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I
t was a few years ago when Fungie,
the Dingle dolphin, first started to
hear distress calls from other dol-
phins. In the beginning, they were
very low, almost inaudible, but as

time went by, they became louder, longer
and much more frequent. Fungie knew
something was wrong, so he made the
huge decision to leave his beloved home in
Dingle Bay to try to help. He swam out,
through the waters he knew so well, into
the strange seas beyond and outwards,
heading towards the dolphin calls.

He swam north to the sorrowful
wailings. In the distance he could see a pod
of dolphins and he quickly dashed towards
them. The dolphins seemed upset and they
signalled to Fungie to follow. The pod
hurried through the deep, blue, icy cold
waters of Greenland.

As they swam into the remote waters,
Fungie could see a polar bear with the

whitest, fluffiest fur he had ever seen. This
majestic creature seemed to be stranded
on a piece of floating ice. The polar bear
saw them approaching and in his sad eyes
Fungie could see he was asking for help.
His home was melting away and he was
now stranded, starving, and was too
exhausted to swim anymore. Fungie had
an idea to balance the bear on the small
iceberg while they pushed him back to the
larger ice mass. It worked! The rescue
mission was a success.

As they bid their goodbyes with a nod of
their heads, Fungie heard another
strange, sad, melancholy melody. He
decided to investigate.

As he swam onwards and closer to the
song, the waters became warmer and he
could feel the sun on his back. Soon
enough the waters grew shallow and
Fungie glimpsed a sea full of beautiful
colours and sea creatures ahead. The

colourful plants were singing and dancing,
the coral was swaying in the lapping waves
and the sunlight was shining down on the
floor of golden sand. It was a coral reef!
Fungie thought it was a tropical paradise.

As he approached the reef, a sting ray
appeared before him and he seemed to say
with the swish of his tail “G’day mate, I was
wondering if you could help me?” As he got
closer, he started to see the pollution and
the reef seemed to be filling up with
rubbish and dying. Plastic bottles were
swaying in the surf and rubbish littered the
surrounding waterbeds. There were
fishermen continually hunting and filling
their nets with the beautiful tropical fish.
The coral reef was being destroyed and
lots of sea creatures were suffering as a
result.

Fungie was really sad that this was a
reality. He knew he couldn’t fix it, so he led
the underwater creatures to another

What Fungie did next

Emily Farrell
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cleaner reef across the ridge which was
untouched by human pollution. The fish
were safe for now. The sting ray said
goodbye and thank you with another brief
swish of his tail.

Fungie swam on again, across to
the other side of the Pacific Ocean close
to the shores of America following a
pelican, who seemed to be in need of
help. As he dived, he could see a murky,
grey mountain. Fungie swivelled around
to get a better look and discovered it
wasn’t a mountain at all. It was in fact an
island. Fungie floated forward in the
gentle flow of the current to learn that it
was an island not made from land. To his
horror, he saw it was made from rubbish!
As he edged within touching distance
Fungie saw there were sea creatures stuck
in this island of rubbish. Birds with
can-holders around their necks, turtles
caught in fishing wire, sharks with plastic
stuck in their teeth, smaller fish wedged in
cans and bottles and much more. Fungie
meandered through the waste to find a big,
green turtle trying to escape the clutches
of the rubbish. Fungie quickly helped pull
the turtle out and then helped save as
many other creatures as he could.

On his sail home to Dingle, Fungie
zipped around the coastline of America.
He passed ferries and two friendly
fishermen on his route. While Fungie
was passing Texas, he saw a big oil spill
from one of the rigs. He raced speedily to
investigate and saw a whale trapped in the
oil and it wasn’t moving. Fungie whooshed
past to see what was the matter. The whale
seemed to be stuck! Fungie had to think
fast. He remembered that he had passed
two fishermen on the way. He leaped and
dived back to the fishermen where he
jumped, splashed and squealed to signal
them to follow him. Eventually the
fishermen understood that something
was wrong and together they rescued the
whale.

Fungie reflected on his adventures and
knew he had started a new chapter in his
life. One that had a new purpose and new
meaning. Fungie decided to continue this
new chapter travelling the world helping
animals in danger as a result of climate
change. Even though he was sad that he
had to leave the people of Dingle, he knew
he would never forget their warmth,
laughter and all the fun they had together
in the harbour. He would always have
Dingle in his heart and he hoped that they
would support him in his new climate
change venture.

“Trí na chéile a thógtar na cáisléain,”
he thought as he leaped out of the blue,
clear water and splashed below the deep
waves as he headed out to sea on his next
escapade.

“In our togetherness we can build
castles.”

It started as what seemed a normal day for
BUZZ-BUZZ. He was a forager bee in the hive; his job
was to travel from his colony to different areas around

the community to find pollen. He would usually travel
around a half a mile every day.

He gently woke from the honeycomb and wiggled his
sticky limbs. He flew by the Queen and her attendants.
He could smell the pheromones. Once he left the hive, he
saw his pal BIZZ-BAZZ carrying two corpses: a guard and
a cleaner. BIZZ-BAZZ was an undertaker; it was his job to
throw the dead bodies out of the hive. BUZZ-BUZZ
greeted BIZZ-BAZZ with his favourite dance – the floppy
wing, and BIZZ-BAZZ responded with the spin crawl
dance. Off he went.

The old woman in the house with the overgrown
garden was his usual destination to forage. She had been
there as long as he remembered. The only problem was
her cats. There were almost 12 different cats roaming the
grounds, which made the journey treacherous.

BUZZ-BUZZ was almost at the house when he heard
human voices and the sound of metal rubbing against
metal. He was surprised to see three humans with big,
noisy, sharp pieces of metal cutting down the precious
flowers and throwing them into big, black bags.

The two humans at the door of the old woman’s house
were talking. One said, “What do you mean try talking to
her, that woman is crazy!”

His companion agreed: “Her grandchildren sent us to
take care of her garden. It is for her own good, I suppose.”

A few seconds after that, the old lady came out and
shouted, “What are you doing with my beautiful plant
life?”

One of the men replied: “We are just sprucing it up a
bit, if that is alright.”

The lady responded: “No, it is not alright; my cats have
been playing in these flowers for 22 years and you come
and cut down my flowers, and say you’re tidying my

garden up!”
The old lady held back a tear as she slammed the door.
BUZZ-BUZZ salvaged what he could from the pollen in

one of the big, black bags but since most of the flowers
died and their pollen had blown away, he only half-filled
his saddlebags. He was thinking about leaving when he
sensed the old lady’s sadness, so he flew in through a
window and danced a happy dance to try make her feel
better. She just looked at him and said, “If only those
cruel people could be as understanding as you”.

The lady left the house. BUZZ-BUZZ followed her. On
the way she stopped and said, “I’m going to the library to
learn more about your kind”.

BUZZ-BUZZ looked for pollen, until the lady left the
library carrying a book with the word Bees written on the
cover.

The lady told BUZZ-BUZZ that she knew where there
was a bench beside a colourful flowerbed where they
could both enjoy themselves. When they got there,
BUZZ-BUZZ flew into the flowerbed and filled up his
saddlebags. The lady sat on the bench and read the book,
exclaiming that, “It says here that bees communicate by
dancing. Well, that would explain earlier.”

BUZZ-BUZZ did a dance of agreement.
The lady said that she ought to try to learn the differ-

ent emotions and greetings in bee dance so that she
could communicate better with BUZZ-BUZZ. She would
say a word, then BUZZ- BUZZ would say that word in
bee dance, and she would copy BUZZ-BUZZ. To say
good morning, BUZZ-BUZZ did the moon walk and then
the lady did the moon walk. Passersby gave strange looks
to the lady, as she practised communicating with the tiny
bee!

After this she asked, “What is your name?”
BUZZ-BUZZ wiggled his antennas. The lady put her
hands to her head and wiggled them to repeat his name.
She told him that she was called Abigail.

Abigail read a little more of the book while
BUZZ-BUZZ played in the flowers. A while later he fell
asleep inside a flower until Abigail woke him up to
remind him to go home to his hive. BUZZ-BUZZ danced
exhaustedly to say, “See you tomorrow!”

The next morning BUZZ-BUZZ woke from his honey-
comb and asked to see the Queen. “Make it quick,” she
demanded, “as I want to eat this delicious fresh honey.”

“I wish to leave the hive forever,” BUZZ-BUZZ an-
nounced. “Your majesty, there is a lonely old human
named Abigail, and I want to live with her. I met her on
my job when I was foraging for pollen.”

“BEGONE!!!” danced the Queen in an annoyed way.
BUZZ-BUZZ danced happily as he exited the hive.

Samuel Quinn O’Flaherty
Age 12
Gaelcholáiste an Phiarsaigh, Dublin 14

No pollen

Fungie the dolphin near Dingle Bay,
Co Kerry. Photograph: Getty
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Scene1
Alex: No, don’t go, my love!
Jane: (runs off stage)
Alex: Nooooooooooooooooooo
Jamie: Don’t worry, children, with a wave
of my fairy wand everything will be fine
and dandy! Now let’s take a break and eat
some candy!

Curtains close
Tom: That was a great first half, guys! Now

I got some good news and some bad news!
Good news is: the restaurant down the
road is offering a free meal if we promote
their meal deal!
Jamie: That’s not good news! We’re meant
to be actors!
Tom: Oh... well you’re not gonna like the
bad news, then. I’ll tell you after, maybe!
Jane: Tom. Spit it out.
Tom: (mumbles) I spent all the money so I
can’t pay you...
Jamie: What was that?
Tom: I can’t pay you because I spent all the
money
Jane: Calm down, I’m sure it was impor-
tant! What did you spend the money on?
Tom: Fireworks and lighting for the
finale...
Jamie: Excuse me?
Tom: I said lighting and fireworks for the
finale. Its gonna look epic! It’s gonna be
like (explosion noises). Pew pew boom
boom pow flash slash boom! Epic.
Jamie: Oh ... Give me a second... (deep
breath) ... I’LL BITE YOUR FRIGGING
NECK OFF, YOU INCOMPETENT DO...

Jane: (Holds Jamie back)
Jamie: Right everyone, we’re walking out!
Give me that meal deal.
Jane: Wait, where’s Alex?
Jamie: If you don’t come right now, we’re
gonna have words.
Jane: Oh ... okay.

Scene2
Toilet flush
Alex: Where is everyone? Isn’t the interval
nearly over?
Tom: Yeah, you go on. They’ll be back any
second ... I think.
Alex: So, you want me to go on before
anyone else gets back?
Tom: Yep.
Alex: And you see no issues with that?
Tom: Nope.
Alex: Got it. All right, wish me luck!
Tom: (gives big thumbs up)
Audience: CLAPS
Alex: Oh my. Look: a glass slipper! I
wonder why she left it! And in such a hurry
too! (looks down, whispers) Tom! Where

did the slipper go!
Tom: (Whispering) What slipper?
Alex: (Whispering) What do you mean
what slipper?! It’s Cinderella!
Tom: (Loudly) Riiiiiiight, the slipper … Are
you sure it’s not there?
Alex: (Loudly) I’M PRETTY SURE IT’S
NOT HERE. (Looks to audience). Ah, I
mean it is so very clear and beautiful it is
almost invisible to the naked eye! Look at
how beautiful it is! (Loud whispering) I’ll
get you for this, Tom. (To audience) I will
not rest until I find the owner of this
slipper! Guards?
Total silence
Alex: Ah, I see you there! Did you say you
would follow me to the ends of the earth to
help me find my love?

(Barely contained anger)
Brilliant!

Large pause
Did you say we can sing and dance all the

way there? …
Music starts

Alex (starts singing and doing a dance that
is clearly supposed to have other people in

The collapsing pantomime
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it): Here we go with all our friends,
It’s not so far together!
(Tom gives a big thumbs up)
The road is long, the forest dark
But we feel safe together!
When the going gets tough
It might feel rough
But we’ll be fine together

Pause
And now the mice dancers!

Tom: Shakes head violently, mouths NO!
Breakbeat begins
Alex: Seriously!? Um. Look children, they’re so
small and far away you can hardly see their
breakdancing!

O…kay
Let’s go then… Everyone… and find my love.

Alex walks off and the lights on stage dim. The
lights come up again to show a kitchen, which is
empty.

Scene3
Alex (being pushed on to stage): What do you
mean, go back on? I’m not in this scene! It’s just
Cinderella and the Fairy …
Tom: (Hands him a wig) You’ll be great. Jane’s
on her way … You’ll be great.
Alex: (loud sigh, puts wig on and trudges on to
stage, falsetto) Oh where oh where is my true
love? How will he find me in this dark and dirty
kitchen!? And where is my fairy godmother?
Waits
Alex: Did I hear you say she’s behind me?
Audience: NO!
Alex: Ah I see. (Whispering) Tom!
Tom: Yeeeees?
Alex: Where the heck is Jamie?
Tom: I think she went for lunch? Why?
Alex: Sheesh! Okay. I can feel your presence,
Fairy Godmother. I think you would advise me
to be patient and trust that he will come, and
your magic wand will help him along the way
with magical glitter and fairy dust.

A large amount of glitter falls in a clump, on
Alex’s head. He wipes it away from his eyes.
Alex: Thank you, Fairy Godmother, for giving
me that wonderful advice. And glitter. (sigh) I
will trust in the wonderful magic and believe
that the wonderful prince will come …
wonderfully. I’m so happy now that I think I
need a rest.
Starts to walk off but is shooed back on by Tom
Alex: All right, all right. Never mind children! I
think instead of resting I want to do a happy
dance with my Fairy Godmother.
Dances, ballet style. At first very awkward but
as he dances he seems to get into it and finishes
with a curtsy before running off. Lights come
down, and up again on a street scene.
Tom: That was great, Alex, I knew you could do
it!
Alex: Not one word. We will not speak of this.
Now where is that bloody slipper?
Alex walks back on holding the slipper on a
velvet cushion
Alex: Guards, knock on that door! Maybe my
love is inside! (pause, covers mouth, deep voice).
Yes, my Liege, I shall do it so fast you won’t even
be able to see me move.
Alex sidles over to door and opens it before
dashing back to original position

Alex: Wow, well done, Sergeant! You are a
faithful friend! Ah, and here is the lovely lady of
the house … Just behind the door frame where
you can’t see her. But does the slipper fit!? Let
me go in and see!
Goes inside – and does two voices
Alex: (high) Oh, good Sir, let me try that slipper
on. Oh no, it is too small for my foot! (Low –
for Guard): Don’t worry, Ma’am, the Prince is
good and kind and you shall be rewarded… or
something. (Falsetto): Yes! Thank you for
trying(switches to normal voice) Yes! Thank you
for trying, you shall be rewarded. To the house
of my love…
Tom: You forgot to ask the audience!
Alex: Not now, Tom
Cinderella’s house
Alex: (low)We are now at the house of a lady!
From what I’ve heard she isn’t very nice though!
(normal) Oh well, we should at least give her a
chance!
Knocks on door
Alex: (low) Hello, madam... sorry... Do you mind
if we come in and try a slipper on the ladies of
the house? (high but evil) Oh yes, I have three
daughters and me, so I’m sure one of us will
have the right fit! Evil laugh... (Normal): Okay
then, that’s not alarming! May we come in? (As
evil stepmother): Yes yes yes yes please come in!
(pause)
Walks inside, lights go up
Alex: Tom, please tell me they’re back. I can’t be
all seven characters at once.
Tom: It can’t be that hard! They say they’ve
nearly finished their sticky toffee pudding and
only Jamie wants coffee. The rest of them are
just going to finish their wine and then they’ll
look for a cab.
Alex: FINE! (walks on to stage) Right, children.
Hasn’t this been fun!? I’ve got an update for you.
It seems the Fairy Godmother has decided on a
career change. She thinks this whole thing was
pretty misguided and cliched. What’s that, Fairy
Godmother? (Falsetto): Cinderella should have
more respect for herself! Is she really going to
pick a husband based on one dance and his
slightly obsessive but not very effective detec-
tive work? (Back to normal voice): That’s a fair
point, Fairy Godmother, and I think I’ve been
silly too. Who needs a monarchy anyway? I’m
going to abdicate and become a cobbler.
Tom pulls him off stage protesting
Tom: They’re back!
Alex: Oh, they’re not going to like this!
Jane (Cinderella): Coming on from other side of
stage, in street clothes, though she does have a
tiara on, she seems to be a little merry from lunch
Yeah! That’s a great idea, Fairy Godmother! I
don’t wanna be a princess anyway. Me and the
mouse-dancers are going to go and start this
place’s first political party!

Mouse dancers do some breakdancing
I’m gonna be president!
Mouse dancers cheer/squeak
Jamie (Fairy Godmother): Well, I’d like to

work again! Even if you two don’t care. So... I
will wave my magic wand! Enjoy being a cobbler
and president, happy Christmas, children, and
may twinkly fairy dust bless you all! Right you
two... OFF.
Huge fireworks, flames, lightshow, extravaganza,
smoke etc. but with nobody on stage

Lucas shoved all of his clothes into a bag and got
ready to run away. He packed a few supplies. He
was leaving tonight. He stealthily walked into his

bedroom and carefully jumped out of the window. He
threw his bag out the window, and his best friend, Orla,
caught it.

It was lashing rain, but he didn’t care – he needed to get
away from this dysfunctional family. His mum died five
years ago. He packed a photo of her. His adopted Dad
never treated Lucas the same way as his brother, Sam. He
didn’t spend a lot of time with his Mum, because she was
always working. Sam was really mean to him, he snitched
on him and he picked on him. Sam was feeling sad about
his Mum dying too, which made him mean.

Because of all the stuff that was happening at home,
Lucas was behaving badly in school, too. Lucas’ teacher
had called to say that he hadn’t been in school that day. His
Dad ran to his room and noticed he wasn’t there.

Then they heard an engine roar and they ducked into
the bushes. He recognised the car and knew instantly it
was his Dad, coming to get him. Lucas and Orla ran into a
deep wood.

“It’s a shortcut to my house,” Orla said.
The forest was dark and damp. Lucas hears his

Dad calling out his name and he goes faster. He started
running, and him and Orla split up. He ran and he ran.
When he finally stopped he couldn’t see Orla. He shouted
her name but she never replied. Lucas was afraid to shout
too loudly in case his Dad heard him. Lucas goes after
Orla, only to find her stuck in a ditch and she has broken
her leg . . .

St Joseph’s Girls National School,
Clonakilty, Cork
6th class
Illustrated by Marie Stamp
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T
he siege of Leningrad was the
longest siege in the history of
modern warfare. It lasted 872
days but is colloquially known as
the 900-day siege. Leningrad’s

population of 2.5 million was decimated to
800,000 by German and Finnish forces
during Operation Barbarossa. This opera-
tion was primarily designed to create
lebensraum (living space) for Hitler’s
Third Reich, capture the resources of the
USSR and to annihilate the Slavic people
of the east. In this piece, I will weave
together the daily events of different
groups of people during this period of
great conflict.

✽ ✽ ✽

Monday morning. Brief cracks of gunfire
arouse the denizens of the city. Worn down
soldiers hastily reply with their own bar-
rage of lead. A crowd of well clothed

women stream out of their houses, hiking
through snow and compacted ice. Each
holds a faded ration card, entitling them to
a grey lump of bread. Some devour it
immediately, their immense hunger
satiated for a few blissful seconds while
others trudge back to their homes, hoping
to feed their frail children. They ignore the
decayed bodies that adorn the streets.
Some resort to eating rats, frayed tires and
chalky insulation. But that only lasts so
long.

Suddenly, on the opposite end of the
street an old woman of skin and bones
roars. She has discovered a prize like no
other. The women run, viciously pushing
their way through the masses of people.
The old woman is thrown aside, her sudden
burst of strength subdued. They circle
around a horse. A beautiful chestnut mare,
with a rich black mane. Dead. The women,
like surgeons, carefully carve the flesh of
the horse, selecting the most succulent

Rohan Tewari
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Sandford Park, Dublin 6

Life in Leningrad
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Bob woke up, it was a normal day.
Then he realised his parents
were gone! He scrambled out of

bed and started brushing his teeth
until his gums nearly started bleed-
ing! He didn’t bother getting break-
fast and thought maybe his parents
would be picking berries.

Bob ran downstairs to the cauldron
in the enchanted forest, grabbed a
couple of ingredients and magicked
up a portal. Bert was minding his own
business on the other side of the
portal when Bob showed up and told
him his parents were missing.

“Do you know where they went?”
Bert asked Bob. Bob shook his head
and started crying.

Bert froze and his face went as
white as a sheet. Bob asked Bert what
was wrong and Bert said, “It’s that
blasted dragon that’s got your par-
ents! He’s always capturing wizards.”

Bob said, “My parents must have
gotten captured for hunting him
down.”

The
wizard’s
quest
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meat. A bone is removed, smashed and the
marrow is distributed. The women return
to their houses, renewed vigour in their
eyes. Another day in Leningrad.

✽ ✽ ✽

Across the city a group of boys run effort-
lessly around the city. It seems the siege
hasn’t affected them at all. Young Ivan
takes the ball and dances around the
opposition scoring a well-earned goal. He
slides along the ice, burning his legs in the
process. He dreams of playing football for
one of the city’s most prestigious teams,
Dinamo Leningrad. They continue to play,
gleefully shouting as Ivan’s pet dog Zaza
saves a goal. Breathless, they decide to
conserve the minuscule energy they have
and return home. They part their own
ways; however, Ivan decides to visit his
brother, who is stationed at the North
Outpost.

He straps on a velvety, fur hat and
begins his journey. Deserted shops and the
smell of death cordially greet him as he
passes. As the landscape darkens and the
sun prepares to take rest, he is stopped by
a group of men. “What a majestic dog you
have there young sir” an older man says.
“A German Shepherd if I am not mistak-
en,” snarls another, younger man.

“A fine dog like that could feed us for
days couldn’t it? You wouldn’t deny us a
meal would you?” The younger man pulls
on Zaza’s chain, who ferociously barks and
bites his leg. Ivan instinctively runs, the
outpost is only a couple of hundred metres
away. Two more men appear before him
and brutally beat him until he falls uncon-
scious. They carry him back to their den
cheerfully greeting a soldier. That evening
they feast on a shank of dog and Ivan is
never seen again. Another night in Lenin-
grad.

✽ ✽ ✽

Group D, Battalion 73 of the South Patrol
group walk in tight formation, armed with
standard, polished rifles. They gradually
move towards the frontlines from the
inner city. There is a ghostly silence in the
group. Each soldier sports a sombre
expression. It is clear they are joining the
next assault. “It is suicidal!”, one shouts, as
the others nod in agreement. On this crisp
morning they are asked to return their
ration cards, clean their weapons and to
polish their boots. It starts to snow. The
snowflakes, like tiny daggers attack the
soldiers, burning their skin. They march
rhythmically, joining other lifeless battal-
ions. The unforgiving Siberian winter
denies them the use of vehicles.

They approach the battlefield, grimac-
ing as a shell explodes behind them. They
trudge on, their feet already numb with
cold. Deserted, armoured vehicles house
decaying German soldiers. A rotten corpse
ripped in two lies under a tank. A stray
bullet hits a member of the company. He
screams with pain and writhes on the icy
floor. The soldiers continue, dutifully
awaiting their captain’s orders. Someone
breaks rank and is immediately mown
down by multiple members of the compa-
ny. Treachery is not accepted in any
capacity. The soldiers take cover in a
man-made trench. Some pray for mercy,
asking for forgiveness. Others sit with
brutally plain expressions. The captain
blows his whistle, and the ranks break into
three groups. They scurry out of the trench
like a pack of disturbed rats. The cacopho-
ny of the battlefield is drowned out by the
sounds these young men charging towards
certain death.

Group E, Battalion 13 walk in tight
formation. Their captain regales them
with tales of victory on the battlefield.
“The Russians are victorious” he exclaims.
He lies. His words are poison, disguised as
nectar. The soldiers greedily lap it up.
Another assault in Leningrad.

Once there was a rich man called Steve
who fancied himself as an amazing
gamer. He lived in a big huge mansion
in the countryside. The mansion had a
vault with gold bars which Steve cut up
whenever he needs some money.

Steve is always careful when open-
ing the vault as his arch enemy, a big
fat man called Bob, is always trying to
steal his gold.

Bob is really jealous of Steve as he
wanted to be the number one gamer in
the world, but can never beat Steve.

One day Steve got a strange video
game and when he switched it on he

got sucked inside it! He realises that he
is 50 years in the future and his man-
sion is crumbling!

He sees a very dark alleyway and
there he finds a lost dog. When he
approaches the dog, his arch enemy
big fat Bob was standing behind it. The
dog turned, sees Bob and runs further
into the alleyway because…

Seán Machingure
Age 18
Rosary College, Dublin 12

Nail polish

Trouble in the alleyway

Residents clear snow and ice from
Nevsky Prospect, Leningrad’s main
thoroughfare, during the second
World War. Photograph: Sovfoto/Getty

I try to barricade all the anger I feel,
and replace it with obedient submission instead,
As the floodgates of emotions slowly break inside my head.
I try to dodge the bullets of homophobic stereotypes towards my life,
but instead I get hit, repeatedly, like they just stabbed me with a knife.

It’s not normal they say...
as they take my peace and my zen away.
What will others think? ‘What!? Are you gay?’

The pain slowly takes over, and I cry one million tears,
All of this hurt destroys me, and it brings up all of my fears.

I drown a thousand times with all the shit I’ve been told,
I wonder “if I was younger would they leave me alone?”
I’m panicking so much I don’t know what to say,
I scream into the stars… and then I awake.

I look at my son and answer his question without fail
“No kiddo, you don’t have to be gay to paint your nails.”

Primary Stories

Faha National School,
Killarney, Co Kerry
4th Class
Illustrated by Godfrey Coppinger
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N
ight had crept its way into the
streets by the time he arrived.
Young boys dressed in dark
clothing moved amongst the
shadows, climbing ladders to

light the lamps lining the cobbled streets.
In the distance, beyond the roofs of the
grim covered houses, the sounds of laugh-
ter and merriment could be heard from
the Noble Quarter. The Mid Year Festival
was in full swing.

However, for the peasants of Dalery
Street, there was no joy to be had. As he
strode down the path, eyes looked out at
him from the alleys. Desperate faces,
hollow with hunger and exhaustion. They

retracted as he grew close, then slithered
out as soon as he had gone by. A few even
called out to him, their voices hoarse as
they begged for alms. From beneath the
hooded cloak he wore came no reply.

He was bound for one house in particu-
lar. There, nested in between what re-
mained of a butcher shop and a tenement,
sat a manor house worn down by time and
neglect. Its once proud facade now crum-
bled, paint peeling from the walls, shat-
tered glass allowing a view into the shad-
owy interior, devoid of life or sound. He
pushed open the rusted iron gate, its
hinges screeching in protest. He mounted
the old stone steps to the front door,

stopping on the top step to look back over
his shoulder. In the distance, the first of
the fireworks rose into the sky, a streak of
bright red light through the night.

As it rose higher and higher, his hand
clasped the old knocker. Then, as it explod-
ed with a loud crackling, sending lumines-
cent sparks of red shooting across the
horizon, he hammered on the door. From
within the house, over the sound of more
fireworks, came a thud. Then slow, heavy
footsteps. A latch was undone, and the
door slid open to reveal a deeply lined face.
The old man’s face was wrinkled, the skin
peeling back with age, his eyes as grey as
the few wisps of hair that clung desperate-

Spark of
revolution

Seán Maye
Age 17
Dundalk Grammar, Co Louth
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ly to his head. In his eyes, the fireworks
were reflected as he looked upon the man
standing upon the doorstep.

“A fine evening for a stroll, ” the man
said in a croaking voice. “All the finer to
see the fireworks,” came the man’s reply,
his voice deep and smooth. The old man
bowed his head, the passcode accepted as
the door swung wide to admit him. He
stepped into the dimly lit interior, his eyes
quickly adjusting to the darkness. The
hallway was wide, corridors leading off to
the other sides of the home, a grand set of
stairs situated in the centre. Above them,
an old chandelier hung askew, its candles
long burnt out, the crystals cracked and
dirtied through time.

Behind him, the door swung shut again,
the old man stepping forward with a slight
limp to his left leg. “Her ladyship will see
you now, Sir Magician,” the servant said
evenly, leading the way up the stairs with
surprising speed. The two walked around
the landing and entered a room through a
set of double doors that barely managed to
cling to their frames.

Inside the room was dark, like the rest of
the house, the only light entering from

outside through a shattered window that
looked out on the street. The room itself
seemed to have been a study of some kind,
with bookshelves lining the walls, the
volumes resting upon them dusty and
moth-eaten. Standing there, framed by the
light of the moon and the dancing fire-
works, stood a woman in a dark dress. Her
air was that of a funeral-goer, brown hair
done up in a bun, hands clasped against
her stomach, head bowed slightly.

For a long moment, there was silence.
He stood just behind her, watching,
waiting. Then she turned, intense blue
eyes focusing on the shadowy face beneath
the hood. “They tell me that you are
capable,” she said after a long pause. “Are
my sources correct?” He bowed his head,
saying smoothly: “For your purposes, I am
the best you can find.” She stared at him
coolly, then, inclined her head. She waved
for him to stand by her in the window,
which he did slowly.

“They have had their reign for too long.
They have grown fat, lazy,” the woman
said calmly, her eyes staring out at the
fireworks. A light breeze blew through the
shattered window, stirring her hair and

sending a shiver down her spine. “I want
you to destroy it. Destroy them, rather.
Tear it all apart so that I may reform it.”
The man’s head turned to look at her, his
eyes gleaming beneath the hood. “That
will take funding, discretion and time,” he
said evenly, to which she responded with
an impatient snap of her fingers, the sound
echoing around the old room. “I have the
funds and the discretion, if meeting you
here is not a great enough sign of that. For
time, however, we have little. If he is
crowned Emperor, then I fear my chance
shall be lost”.

“You fear that he will satisfy the people
and thus ruin your chance for rebellion?”
He asked rhetorically. She could practical-
ly feel the smile from beneath his hood. “I
have no need of back talk. Can you help
me?” She asked, turning to fully face him,
one hand resting delicately on the window-
sill. He remained silent for a few seconds,
then slowly nodded, eventually saying, “I
believe I can, yes”. She gave him a small,
icy smile. “Good. Then be gone. Contact
me through Albert here, should you need
further assistance.” She waved to the old
butler, standing by the doors.“Now, I want
you to begin with Lord–”

“I shall begin where I see fit, your
ladyship,” he interjected, cutting her off.
She looked as though she was about to
protest, but then, she sighed, saying
briskly “Very well. They said that you
Magicians were fickle creatures, unin-
clined to follow the order of your betters”.
He turned to leave, then stopped for a
moment, considering something. “When
you can bend the very laws of nature to
your will, Lady Waytonan, there is no one
‘better’ than you,” he said without looking
back at her. She started upon hearing her
name, a hand flying up to her chest. “How
did you-?!”

“Goodnight, your Ladyship. You should
look forward to the newsletter tomorrow. I
am certain they shall report something of
interest to you. A small accident during the
festivities, I’m sure,” he said calmly,
cutting her off once more.

With that, the Magician walked out
through the double doors, the butler
Albert following him out. The sound of
their footsteps came on the stairs, then the
front door opening once more. The noble-
woman remained framed in the window,
watching the hooded figure cross the
street before disappearing into the shad-
ows, bound towards the light and sound of
the Noble Quarter. Behind her, the old
man entered once more. “Your Lady-
ship . . . ?” He asked tentatively. Her hand
still pressed against her chest; her cheeks
flushed. “Yes. Let us retire,” she said after
a few moments.

Then, a smile creased her features. “Oh,
and please send one of the servants out to
fetch tomorrow’s edition of the Sedrillian
Times. I should like to browse the head-
lines,” she said darkly, as the fireworks
continued to crackle and explode in the
distance.

There was a superhero called Peter Swift
who was 16 years old. He lived in an
apartment on the 15th floor in Belfast.
His apartment was very high tech. On
one of the walls there was a picture of a
superhero. Behind the picture was a
button. When he pressed the button, the
wall opened into a secret room. It was full
of costumes and gadgets.

One night, Peter was sitting doing his
homework when the ground started to
shake. He jumped out of his seat, and
reached for his laser gun. The door burst
open!

“Quick, run!” shouted Smoke the
Dragon, who was Peter’s best friend.
“Vanessa is up to no good again!”

A girl appeared at the door. She had
long wavy brown hair, bright blue eyes
and a crooked staff with a gem on top in
her hand.

Peter jumped onto the dragon and as
they tried to fly away, Vanessa froze his
foot to the ground . . .

Moorfields Primary
School, Ballymena,
Co Antrim
Class: P6
Illustrated by Romy McKeever
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Peter and the staff of doom

Na hoícheanta seo, b’fhéidir ar a dó nó a trí
Chuile dhuine ina gcodladh go sámh
Ach
Tá mise i mo shuí
Níl tada le cloisteáil ach an ghaoth bhog ag séideadh
Solas snasta na gealaí
Lonrú na réaltaí

Cuirtíní oscailte, tá solas geal na hoíche
Casta air
Ritheann smaointe trí mo chloigeann
Tagann deora i mo shúile
Go tobann!
Dorchadas
Scamaill dhubha dhorcha
Tá solas na hoíche múchta acu

Leis sin fillim ar ais chun codlata

Soilse na hOíche

Damhnait Ní Fhátharta
Aois 15
Coláiste Chroí Mhuire, An Spidéal,
Co na Gaillimhe

A light breeze blew through the
shattered window, stirring her
hair and sending a shiver down
her spine. ‘I want you to destroy
it. Destroy them, rather. Tear it
all apart so that I may reform it’
‘‘
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I
n a glowing white field, the snow fell
softly and persistently, covering the
sky with its milky canvas. Silence
flew rampant, the only audible
sounds emerging from the jaws of

starving birds, their feathers damp and
loose from the ashy plague falling around
them. Few weeds sprouted through the
walls of ice, and those that did hung low in
sorrow, too depressed to even search for
the sun and its shining warmth.

The snowflakes fluttered down like
frozen tears, landing slowly and with a
deep sadness, in piles among their equally
miserable siblings. They plunged from the
heavens with a vigour close to that of
flaming meteorites, and they did so with
such a lack of cessation that their abun-
dance felt suffocating, almost claustropho-
bic. Their white mounds grew larger, and
larger, and larger, each droplet of snow
adding to their growing weight. They
absorbed the dying yellow grass, crushing
every blade to a lifeless crisp, and forced

rocks and pebbles to disappear under-
neath their great white blankets.

All of this flattened out the landscape
into an isolated white desert, enough to
allow a young boy to walk among the
powdery flakes, a lone figure in the endless
snow-covered field. He was so small
compared to the vast void around him
that, from a distance, he could easily be
mistaken for one of the skinny birds
flapping in the air above. He wore a dirty
coat, lined with the ragged white fur of a
sheep, and baggy brown trousers too, that
hung over his legs as though he were a
skeleton. An old, grey cap lay nestled atop
his head and rested above a charcoal black
fringe of hair, that draped with a long
shadow over the rest of his face. His ears
stuck out oddly beneath the hat, and they
were a horribly raw, red colour, due to the
wicked weather descending around his
head. The boy’s thin eyebrows had been
invaded by minuscule icicles clinging
weakly to them, and these glass daggers
hung over his large, innocent, blue eyes,
that gazed in wonder at the dead land-
scape surrounding them.

Though its appearance may have
evoked words such as beautiful, or peace-
ful, the long snow-blanketed field was
nothing of the sort. It hid a dreadful secret
beneath its snowy canvas. One so old, so
monumental, that a whole day was dedicat-
ed to it every year. One that, many years
ago, had brought a terrifying and inhuman
bloodshed to this field, staining its icy
surface red, and bringing immeasurable
pain to all the people on it.

The boy knew all this, of course, with
some childlike sense of understanding, but
was here today for an entirely different
reason, a purpose drawing him in like a
poor salmon hooked by fishing rod. The
snow, so cold, so deadly, so bitter, had
brought joy to this child, through creativi-
ty, imagination and pure happiness.

Unsurprisingly, in these winter months,
it had done so, in the form of snowmen.

The individual shards of ice raining from
above were like lightning on the boy’s face,
sharp and painful, and his pale, exposed
skin grew steadily colder as he slowed
down to a trudge in the snowy field. Stum-
bling as he reached a particularly icy ditch,
the small child’s crimson red nose sniffed

in the cool air, with only the bitter scent of
frozen water spiralling down his nostrils.
In this desolate, rocky, uneven field, it was
tough to find snow that hadn’t already
hardened into ice, or was too powdery to
be properly formed into a solid object, but
the boy had taken on this task many times
before, so knew exactly the right places to
look.

Seeming to closely examine the ground
before he began, the small child finally
bent down and clasped his hands loosely
around the first few frozen ashes of snow,
his fingers padded tightly by a set of thick,
navy skiing gloves. He gathered the snow
up, then joined it together with more of its
kind, first in balls, then clumps, and finally

Primary Stories

Eachtra Emma
Gaelscoil Uí Ríordáin
Baile an Chollaigh, Corcaigh
Rang 2
Illustrated by Jane Lee

Soulmen

Patrick Maginnis
Age 14
Down High School, Co Down

Diadaoibh goléir, ismise Emma.Tá
madraagam. Rockyis ainm dó.Is é
mochara is fearré. Is maithliom peil,

camógaiocht,péinteáil, teilifísagus bia.
Tá post agam mar gharda ach ní hé sin

mo phost le fada, bhí postanna eile agam.
Bíonn mo mhadra liom nuair a bhíonn

mé ag obair agus bíonn sé go hiontach ag
lorg rudaí.

Ba mhaith liom a bheith mar Ghníom-
haire Speisialta/Special Agent ach níl mo
bhainisteoir, Larry, ag scaoileadh liom a
leitheád a dhéanamh.

Níl Larry ró-shásta mar níl jab maith ar
siúl ag na gardaí eile. Bíonn Larry an-chros-
ta le daoine nuair nach ndéanann siad an
rud a dúirt sé.

Ní bhím ró-shásta le Larry mar gach uair
a dhéanaim rud éigin, deir Larry go

ndéanaim an rud mí-cheart.
Nuair atá mé déanach bíonn Larry

an-chrosta liom.
Lá amháin bhí duine ag iarraidh rith

isteach do dtí an ionad siopadóireachta
chun rudaí a ghoid.

Bhí sé ag tógaint airgead ón staff. Chuala
sé an t-alarm agus thit sé i mbosca.

Chuala mise an t-alarm agus rith mé
isteach ach ní raibh aon duine ann. Chuala
Rocky rud éigin.

Chuala Rocky duine éigean ag caint agus
chuaigh sé go dtí an bosca agus chonaic sé
an gadaí. “Maith thú Rocky, seo treat duit!
. . . Tá tusa ag dul go priosúin liomsa, a
ghadaí,” a dúirt mé.

“Níl mé,” a dúirt an gadaí agus rith sé
amach as an mbosca. Ansin chonaic mé
mo Mham agus mo Dhaid . . .
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into its own mound, much taller than all
the others surrounding it. With a carrot
alongside a few lumps of coal tucked neatly
inside one of he boy’s deep, woollen
pockets, all that was missing to complete
his new snowy friend now, was some form
of hat. He could use his old cap as the last
ingredient of the peculiar winter meal, but
the child had other plans. Buried deep in
the snow around him was an ancient item,
one that he had used to finish off his
annual snowman in all the winter months
before. He had found it many, many years
ago, wedged deeply between two uneven
rocks, and had managed to whisk it out
through pure luck, as one of the rocks
holding it had cracked open like an egg,
because of the severe ice suffocating it in
its deadly shell. Once the sunshine poked
its magnificent head back out though, at
the end of January, he always buried it
back into the dirt, hidden until the next
year, when the time was right to begin the
snow cycle all over again.

Patting the crumbling snow gently, like
he would do to a dog, the minuscule child
stepped away from his creation, feeling his
numbing fingers ache as the icy weather
slowly broke through his gloves. The
snowy blizzard had stopped, leaving only a
select few lonely snowflakes drifting down
through the breeze, and a large patch of
frozen mud lay scattered in a circle around
the boy’s snowman, a harsh reminder of
the dead plants stuck underneath the
neatly spread, white duvet. An expression-
less, peaceful face stared back at the child,
its head just above the boy’s shoulder, and
he began to add the final touches to the

figure, pushing a small, orange carrot into
its head, along with a collection of accurate-
ly placed shards of coal. It had taken him
over an hour to complete the white statue,
but the child had not noticed the time pass
at all. A task so essential and preoccupying
as this often left people tumbling through
time, trying to get a decent grip on where,
and when, they were.

The snow crunched like powdered
bones beneath the boy’s boot, as he gently
bent down to put his gloves inside the sea
of ice below him, his nose only centimetres
away from touching the snowy, white
flakes. He plunged his protected fingers in,
rummaging around like one might do in a
lost and found box, until his hands grasped
something metallic, a harsh contrast to the
powdery softness surrounding it. He tried
to find a solid position with which to pull it
out, and gripped his fingertips around a
rim on the metal item’s top. Heaving, and
even seeing droplets of sweat drip off his
head and freeze into the snow below, the
child felt something give and then relief
washed over him when a small helmet flew
out of the ground.

It landed with a thud beside him, and the
boy stopped to stare at it, it’s chipped
green paint revealing a silvery metal
hiding underneath, like the snow on top of
the rocks beneath this field. It was small,
yet too big to fit on the boy’s head, and had
multiple dents on its largely smooth
surface, vivid scars of battles fought many,
many years ago.

He lifted its, slightly heavy, weight up and
nestled the helmet on top of his snowman’s
head. Stepping back again to view the snow
statue, the boy smiled. His annual service
was finally done, and all that he had to do
now was walk away, back to his home,
leaving his creation as just another solitary
figure, standing loyally in a desolate field.
Temptation to escape the cold forced one of
his feet away from the statue, but the boy
stopped himself there, turning back around
to gaze deeply into the snowman’s eyes.
Though they were a pure black, he thought
he could see some glimmer of humanity in
them, inside their endless dark space. The
plainly smiling face had taken on a small
part of the man whose helmet it now wore, a
century after he had fought in the terrible
battle of this field.

The snow that rained from the heavens
above was not just snow. It held the feel-
ings and memories of the soldiers who had
died in this field, left to drift down every
year and melt sadly onto the ground, now
just a part of the endless cycle of winter. By
building a snowman, just one snowman,
these soldiers were preserved and remem-
bered, allowed to gaze upon the beautiful
icy landscape covering over this field for a
whole month. Closing his eyes, the boy
realised all of this, with some childlike
sense of understanding, and felt the
presence of all the brave men around him.
A child and a snowman. Just two small
silhouettes in a vast, glowing, white field.

Growth

These words have ripened – I am aware
of their bursting around the edges, their distinguished
outpouring of sweetness, polite assassinations

jouking round the juiced-up corners
of my imagination, apologetically
wrathful. Coming to write at all is coming to

sink your knuckles deep into rot, to
leave your stains behind in the blank spaces between stanzas,

to thumb out the letters that will fill them in.

It is to heave lungfuls of language and feel your breath
blow open a thousand dictionaries, spit marks
on footnotes, sticky prints on page numbers, to clutch

a question mark in your fist like a sword
in a stone. Tomorrow
I think I will dance in a full-stop field,

tongue a phantom protagonist, get wine-drunk
on a satisfying denouement. But now

it is helpful to know your way around

the black opening of a tonsilled alley, out of which
a million guttural hacks are phlegmed every day – it will be these
that first define you. They will knot your eloquence

like a clumsy Boy Scout, hang you gagged
and yearning for a sentence. If your opened wounds
are not peppered with salt once you’ve

saved the word document, all of it was nothing
but a few etchings of inky software, the clot-gluey dregs

of a knife-scraped jam jar.

You are responsible for this clarity, this
opening of yourself for leisurely auction – write only
on what the world will surely understand. In the tradition

of a thousand poets before me, this was about
blackberries – but you had to know
at least one deep metaphor about small fruit to really

‘get it’.

Zara Meadows
Age 18
Belfast Royal Academy, Belfast, Co Antrim
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T
his story begins like any other;
a drop-dead gorgeous dame
walking into my office. She
knocked on my door, the faded
text of Jack Oswald, Private

Investigator visible through the glass.
Putting down my glass of bourbon, I
shouted out an instruction. In she walked,
with legs up to here and a story out to
there. Murder, she said. Murder.

A man was found face down in the gutter
with more lead in him than a church roof.
Lee Brisket was his name. It sounded
familiar; I just couldn’t place where. The
girl dropped a folder on my desk of all the
evidence she found herself. I asked for her
name. She replied curtly: Anne. Not a lot to
go on. I pressed further. She gave me her
second name: Brisket. Figures. What
kinda lousy alcoholic PI was I if I couldn’t
spot a wedding ring and a veil only a widow
would wear? She dropped something else
on my desk. A big wad of cash.

I counted it quickly. There must have
been 300 Alexander Hamiltons. I told her
there was 3,000 bucks in the envelope.
She commended me for my quick mathe-
matical skills. Always was one for maths in
school, but it’s a damn shame it doesn’t
matter how fast your counting is when a
Kraut is running full speed at you, Gewehr
pointed bayonet side up, with a cry of “Gott
Mit Uns!” We won the war, but I lost my
eye. My good eye. My favourite eye. Now
all I got was a medal and an eyepatch.

She left my office soon thereafter, with a
tear in her eye and a sway in her hips.
Something felt fishy about this whole case,
and it wasn’t the capers I had for lunch. I
flicked through the folder Anne gave me.
The man, Lee, was a seemingly upstanding
member of society; worked in an insurance
company, volunteered at the baseball club,
hell, he even gave generously at church
collections. I decided to look into the
insurance gig he had going. Donning my
overcoat and fedora, as well as slipping my
Colt 1911 into its shoulder holster, I ven-
tured out into the streets of Philadelphia,
or, as the locals called it, Philadelphia.

The hustle and bustle of the city seemed
to be up to the usual standard. Rampant
geopolitical turmoil tends to do that. I
slowly made my way to the insurance
company of the late Lee Brisket. Narrowly
avoiding the taxis that screeched through
the streets, I reached my destination. The
looming fortress of Securo Ltd loomed
over me, dominating the surrounding
skyline. I entered through the doors and

Colm Nicholl
Age 18
Belvedere College, Dublin 1

An eye
for detail
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made my way to the receptionist.
The girl had a worried look in her eye as

I explained my reason for inspecting
Brisket’s office. I thought that maybe I was
getting over my head, but 3,000 Dela-
ware-Crossers was too much to turn down.
The receptionist was a short woman, with
a limping arm, and a crooked finger on the
same hand, probably owing itself to too
many hours at the typewriter. After a few
minutes waiting, she finally gave me
Brisket’s office number. I thanked the doll
and was on my way.

Lee’s office was no different from any
other. A desk, some windows, posters of
famous starlets from some of the swing
bars in town, a crucifix and a framed
picture of the widowed Mrs Anne Brisket.
Curiously, next to that was a portrait of the
man in his marines uniform. I read the
back of the frame. Turned out he had
fought in the Argonne, the same forest
where my eye tried to fight 12 inches of
German steel. No wonder his name was
familiar.

I began looking through the dead
man’s files. He seemed to specialise in life
insurance. I flicked through his folders,
before a name caught my eye: Fabio
Stallone. The man was the biggest Mafia
boss in Philadelphia. The man had more
power than Il Duce. And here he was, right
in the deceased Lee Brisket’s desk. I was
definitely in over my head.

I decided to keep flicking. I then saw
Lee’s own folder. Curiosity got the better
of me, and I opened it up. That’s where the
kicker was: the beneficiary wasn’t Anne
Brisket, and that right there is a motive.
The name, however, did seem familiar.
Margot Audier. A strange name, but this
was a strange city.

My situation was not good. I had a dead
man, riddled with dozens of bullets, and
my only strong suspect was the most
dangerous man on the East Coast. I looked
around the room some more, eyeing a
bottle of whiskey hidden haphazardly
behind a plant. I couldn’t stop myself and
took a deep swig. The fire burning through
me reminded me what it was like to feel for
a change. I made my way downstairs, back
to the lobby. It was there, in the waiting
area that I saw him. Fabio Stallone.

I casually made my way up to him,
asking how he had been. He recognised
me and greeted me like an old friend.
Mr Stallone turned out to be a strong
supporter of the Veterans, having lost a
son in the war. Having lost my eye, I could
relate. It was like a son to me. It was
through this conversation that I could
cross his name off my list. There was no
way Stallone would kill a veteran, no
matter how bad Lee could have crossed
him. God bless the Italian’s tax-avoiding
soul.

Although I was relieved not to antago-
nise Stallone, I was distraught to have to
lose the one suspect I had. I lit up a cigar,
and gazed out into the street, trying to
clear my head. The sound of jazz clubs

drifted through the air, George Gersh-
win’s melodies soothing my nerves. I
couldn’t piece together the case.

Who would kill an ex-army insurance
broker? I thought of Anne. She wasn’t on
the insurance. Could she be the killer? But
it didn’t add up. Lee’s life insurance was
only slightly more than what Mrs Brisket
was paying me to find the culprit. If she
really did gun him down, she would only be
gaining a few hundred dollars. Would that
be enough to kill a spouse? I began to exit
the building, when the receptionist timidly
reminded me I had to sign out. I returned
to her desk and signed my name. Then I
saw it, and I froze.

Sitting next to the registration book was
a name plaque. Carved into the wood read
Margot Audier. Just like when Anne had
walked into my office, I had missed it. The
lighter ring of skin on her finger. The
telltale mark of a missing wedding ring;
the ending of a longstanding marriage.
Anne Brisket wasn’t on the insurance
because she wasn’t Lee’s first wife. It was
Margot Audier. It all made sense. Lee was
a Catholic; the crucifix in his office was a
telltale sign. Lee gave so much at church
because he felt guilt for his divorce, as any
good Catholic would. Finally, I had a valid
suspect, with a valid motive.

In one swift motion, I drew the Colt and
pointed the barrel straight at Margot.

“So, Margot, why’d you blast him?” I
shouted at her.

“I . . . I . . . what?” she stuttered.
“Lee Brisket. You gunned him down

with a damn Tommy Gun!”
“I don’t know what you’re . . .”
“Can it, bird! You know damn well what

I’m talking about!”
“Oh alright!” She snarled, her tone

changing dramatically. “So, I did it. But
can you blame me? That two-timing son of
a gun, why he . . . he . . . he ran off with
Anne, with that harlot! He left me with
nothing. Nothing! That insurance money
would have set me up for years, and I got to
have the pleasure of getting to put down
that cheating dirtbag. Do you know how it
feels to have something so dear to you, so
fundamental to who you are, torn away
without anything to do about it, sir?”

I rubbed my eyepatch mournfully.
“All too well, Margot. All too well.”
“But I decided to not be a victim. As they

say, if you’re going through hell, keep
going,” she continued.

“Who says that?” I asked, perplexed.
“Well, they do,” she replied.
“Who are they?” I pressed. I needed to

get to the bottom of this conundrum.
“Them!”
“Forget this witty banter, you killed your

ex-husband in cold blood!”
“I did. And I would’ve gotten away with

it if I only knew how to use the blasted
gun!” she cried.

I smiled.
“This is how you use a gun,” I remarked

softy, before pulling the trigger, hitting the
murderer right between the eyes.

One day Nutty the Chestnut fell down from the Chestnut Tree. He
fell into Mr Burton’s bag and was taken back to his house. There he
met Almond the Milky Bar who was in a bowl. He unwrapped

Almond and they became friends.
Next day they jumped into Mr Burton’s bag and went to work with him

at the chocolate factory. They got out of the bag and they were lost!
There were loads of humans around and they had to keep hiding. But

someone found them and they got put in a box and driven away in a truck.
The box was delivered to a house and when they jumped out of the box
they found that they were back in Mr Burton’s house.

They went upstairs and into his bedroom. They saw a boy called Ben
flying a kite. They jumped from the window on to the kite. Ben let go of the
string and away they flew.

They flew down low but the kite hit a man in the street. The man picked
Almond up and took a bite out of his arm. Nutty ran with Almond to the
chocolate factory and got some chocolate to fix his arm, and some cara-
mel to stick Almond back together.

They tried to sneak out of the factory through the chimney but there
was a big fan blocking the way. It was spinning very fast so they decided to
try to stop it. But they couldn’t, so they found another passage that took
them back outside.

There they found a badger hole. Almond checked that it was safe and
they went in. They followed the badger tunnel deep underground.

Meanwhile, the man was hunting for Nutty and Almond. He wanted to
eat more of Almond and to crack Nutty.

Nutty and Almond came out of the tunnel and found themselves in a
desert. It was nighttime and getting really dark. Nutty looked down and
kicked the sand.

“What are we going to do?” he asked, but when he looked up
Almond was gone, and he saw the man sitting on a camel and eating a
coconut...

Gone nuts!
Knocknacarra Educate Together
An Cimín Mór, Knocknacarra, Galway
4th Class
Illustrated by Clair O’Brien
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T
he cold, harsh September wind
whips my bare face as I clamber
clumsily out of the old taxi.
Behind me I drag my leather
suitcase, its wheels scraping off

the wet, loose gravel of the neighbourhood
street. Once I have heaved myself and my
belongings out of the taxi, I shuffle round
to the driver’s window. He winds it down
slowly and winces at the icy gust that hits
him at full blast in the face. “Breezy,
innit?” he says to me, and I nod in agree-
ment while fumbling with some money in
my wallet.

“That’ll be 30 quid,” says the taxi man
casually, not looking at me, but at the front
window. I hand him 35 pounds. “Thank
you,” he smiles, reaching for change in the
glove compartment. “So where are you off
to now, young man?” wheezes the taxi
man, bent over his chubby stomach trying
to stretch to the glove compartment
without having a heart attack.

“Oh, I’m off to – I’m not sure if you’ve
heard of it,” I reply.

“I know the whole city of London like
the back of my hand, my boy,” says the taxi
man, and I can hear the change rustling in
the glove compartment.

“Okay then, I’m staying at Walsh B&B,
not far from here.” Just as I finish my
sentence the taxi man sits up, change in
hand. He hands me the coins and looks me
in the eye, a sudden look of concern on his
face. “I’ve heard bad things about that
place,” he mutters, breaking eye contact.

“Don’t worry, I’m a grown man, I have a
phone, and besides, it’s cheap accommoda-
tion so I’m sold!” I laugh.

“Anyway, just be careful sonny. God
knows what goes on in that place, but I’ve
heard rumours . . .” mumbles the taxi
man. “Hey, thanks for the ride. See you
round,” I say, trying to get away hastily.
“No problem, mate.” The taxi driver starts
winding up the window again and, in no
time, the engine of the taxi starts up and he
drives off into the night, wheels spinning
on the loose gravel.

I sigh, and shudder at the thought of
what the driver said. He seemed so con-
cerned for me, it was honestly . . . disturb-
ing. I decided to shrug it off and I began my
walk in near darkness to the B&B, rushing
as fast as I could to get off the streets and
into shelter.

It didn’t take long to arrive at Walsh
B&B. It was a small-enough,
run-of-the-mill city house and looked like
it would only have enough room to accom-
modate at most three families. I stumbled
up to the front door and reached for the
golden knocker, only for the door to open
before me.

Standing behind it was an elderly
couple, looking at me intently.

“Hello.” They spoke in unison, which
was slightly unsettling. I gave them my
booking details, my name, phone number,
that sort of stuff. “Reservation for Mike
Davis?” they ask, again, in that same eerie
tone. “That’s me,” I half-sigh. “Well come
on in and get unpacked young man!” This
time only the man speaks and his tone is
cheery and welcoming, which is incredibly
relieving to hear. “Thank you,” I smile,
nodding gratefully. I clamber through the
small doorway along with my luggage,
smiling awkwardly at the couple as I make
my way in.

My room is situated upstairs. It surpris-
es me the amount of space there is on the
dimly-lit upstairs landing. I was sure the
house didn’t look this big from the outside,
but oh well, who am I to complain. My
room is actually quite nice, very minimalis-
tic and old-style, but I don’t need anything
fancy. To be fair, the couple who own the

bed and breakfast may have taken the
name “Bed and Breakfast” a little too
literally, as the room is mainly comprised
of one bed, a tall lamp next to it and a rug
on the floor. I don’t mind that much, but
I’m paying good money for a room that
should have some sort of luxuries in it.

Once I have unloaded my luggage and
have everything laid out in my room the
way I want, I head downstairs to have
dinner with the owners, who wanted to
cook for me. I’m not sure what I’m having,
but I’ll eat anything that’s going. As I think
of this, I hear my stomach rumble angrily.

At dinner I learn the names of the man
and woman. John works as a doctor in
surgery and Catherine is a retired vet. I
struggle to believe that both of them have

medical experience, and so much of it.
They have prepared a beautiful roast pork
dinner, served with roast potatoes and
vegetables. After our conversations at
dinner, I feel more comfortable with John
and Catherine. They seem like genuinely
good people and my prior thoughts of
suspicion disappear.

After I have eaten my fill, I thank John
and Catherine for the delicious meal and
decide that it is time to go to bed, seeing as
I have an important business conference in
the morning. Catherine thanks me for my
company. As I’m walking upstairs, I can
hear the couple chatting quietly amongst
themselves in quite serious voices. I hate
eavesdropping, so I carry on with my
business. John and Catherine seem like a
nice couple, but I still haven’t made up my
mind about them. The way they act just . . .
confuses me.

I climb into bed and pull the surprisingly
comfy duvet over me. I’m too tired to even
read tonight, so I turn off my lamp and
stare at the growing darkness above me,
reaching down and blacking out my eyes
until I can see nothing more. I soon feel
myself drifting off into a deep, relaxed
sleep.

A violent white flash of lightning wakes
me up. I sit up, sweating and confused. I
wait for the thunder after the lightning,

‘‘
Alive

Once I have unloaded my
luggage and have everything
laid out in my room the way I
want, I head downstairs to
have dinner with the owners,
who wanted to cook for me

Seán O’Donnell
Age 13
St Columba’s Comprehensive,
Glenties, Co Donegal
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and as I do so I reach to turn on my lamp. I
pull myself back on to my bed, breathing
heavily. I’m staring at the barely lit ceiling
when the terrifying realisation dawns: my
room doesn’t have a window. I spin round
quickly to face the door and my soul nearly
departs my body. Positioned in the frame
of the door are two figures, both wearing
Halloween masks. Only then do I realise
John’s frighteningly large stature. In his
hand is a camera and in Catherine’s . . . a
knife. I can feel myself slipping into a state
of hyperventilation. I pinch myself on the
forearm, but to no avail. Catherine and
John start backing out the door calmly,
leaving me flustered and confused. “Wait –
what – stop!” I splutter, but it’s no use.
Before I know it, they’re out the door and
I’m left alone in this dimly lit room.

I’m not dreaming. I just know it. And I
also know that I am NOT sticking around
after this. I could be hallucinating or just
very tired? No. I know that this . . . this is
something I’ve never encountered before
and I’m not sticking around to see how it
will play out. Catherine had a knife, but
why?

I quietly slip out of bed, trying my very
hardest to not make any noise on the old
wooden floorboards. I dress myself as
quickly as possible because I don’t know
what is going on behind that door. They

could be plotting something horrible . . .
they had a camera, and it flashed.

Once I have donned my suit, even
though I still look a bit crude having been
woken up in the middle of the night, I
tiptoe over to the door as silent as a mouse.
I rest my hand on the cold handle before
opening it, only to get possibly the worst
fright of my life. There, standing behind
the door, no longer with masks on, are
John and Catherine. I don’t hesitate to
scream, backing away, tripping over
myself, but suddenly it hits me. If I back out
now, I may never see the light of day again.

Knowing this fact encourages me to get
the hell out of there. I stop backing away
and stare John in the eye, bellowing in the
most intimidating voice I can muster,
“LET ME GO!” John just stares at me
coldly, not showing any signs of aggression
nor fear. Screw this, I think, and before I
know it I’m sprinting out of the room, past
John and Catherine. The cold air of the
house stings my face as I dart down the
stairs. When I reach the door, my plan goes
sideways. It’s locked. I can sense John and
Catherine closing in on me.

I barge against the door, crying and
yelling in frustration. Suddenly, the lock
gives way and I tumble out on to the wet,
rough ground outside. I sob with relief.

I’m alive.

It’s night’s first dawn and so God commanded
The music monosyllabic and the words so candid
‘We beseech thee, O LORD, pour Thy grace into our hearts’
Teach us your ways ’til our soul departs

I can hear Thy cries from the holy tower bell
For a life without God is a life set for hell
With proclamations of ‘Hail Mary’ and unwavering devotion
Promulgating this most holy notion

For our trials of yesterday, we’ll remember them today
This is our hour, so let us pray.
Thy gospel renounced by your son, the priest
The sound alone, unites us towards Thy speech

But I must go now, for the seasons are falling
The times have changed, and the Angelus is calling.
To purge all my heresies of thought, speech and pen
Through the same Christ our Lord. I’ll call out, Amen

“Run!” screamed
Timmy the Turtle.
“Sammy is coming.”

“I’m going to get
you,” hissed
Sammy the Snake.
“Run as fast as
your little panda
legs can carry you!
I’ll get you some-
day.”

“I wish I could fly. I
would be so much quick-
er,” mumbled Peter the
Panda.

“Why does Sammy the Snake always
want to hurt us?” asked Timmy the
Turtle.

Timmy and Peter were running
through the jungle and climbing
through the trees.

Timmy yelled, “At least it’s
not raining!”

However, just then
it started to pour

rain and Timmy
just wanted to
go home.

As Peter
was running,
he got stuck
in a plastic
straw.

“If you had
been to the

gym more, we
wouldn’t have this

problem!” re-
marked Timmy the

Turtle.
Suddenly, Peter found some magic

milk in the straw. He chugged it and all
of a sudden he grew wings…

Milk

James Fennell
Age 15
Templecarrig School, Greystones, Co Wicklow

Scoil Cuanneal, Co
Mayo
3rd and 4th Class
Illustrated by Joseph McCafferty
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Freeman:
Oliver is guilty and everybody within a

five-mile radius knows this. He’s a thief, a
liar and, worst of all, a teenager. It is my
duty and responsibility to lock Oliver away
forever and I would take great pleasure
and pride in doing so, I only needed to
prove it first.

Oliver is chewing on chewing gum. He is
going to have to spit that out immediately.
I hand him a sheet of paper, silently and he
takes it, silently.

“Oliver.” I take my place at the other
side of the table, sip my coffee and em-
brace the pain of the headache that has set
it.

“Ryan.” He replies. I suddenly realise
that I hate this kid.

“It’s Officer Freeman.” I knew he was
going to say it before he even opened his
mouth.

“Like Morgan,” and he spins the chair
again in a perfect 360. “Where’s Polly? I
like her better because she brings me tea.”

“Officer Scott will be joining us shortly
but that should be the least of your con-
cern. We have witness accounts, you’re a
repeat offender and the person in that
video footage, well, he could be your twin. I
know you did it; you know you did, and if
we make this knowing official...” He’d be
an idiot not to confess.

“I didn’t do it.”
He’s an idiot.
Polly bursts through the door with two

cups of tea and a croissant, soaked from
the rain. Polly Scott has a habit of embar-
rassing herself but at least she has brought

me a pastry, I stick my hand out to retrieve
it but she gives it to the criminal instead.

“Sorry Oli, no scones today.” She places
the tea and the French snack in front of
Oliver and I think I’m having a stroke.

“This is extremely unprofessional Scott.
In future please refrain from supplying our
suspect with baked goods.” I look down at
my notes and hear laughing: this is my idea
of a nightmare.

“What’s so funny?”
“Nothing,” the two reply in unison and

this is what I imagine a school teacher feels
like. I have to leave the room, escape this
for a few minutes. I step outside and I hear
their conversation begin to flow, I hear
more laughing, and I have to stop it.

“Officer Scott, can I speak to you out-
side, please?” She was too naive to under-
stand we’re dealing with dangerous
criminals.

She rolls her eyes and I have to resist
calling her out on it. Before we leave,
Oliver hands her the piece from earlier
now folded into an origami swan. She
smiles.

“Merci.” she says.
“De rien,” he replies and I think great,

they have in-jokes.
We leave the room and I have my lecture

pre-planned in my head. Before I get to
speak, Polly is dismantling the swan. She is
one strange girl.

“Knew it!” She yells and shoves the
paper into my hands.

Written in childlike handwriting are the
words: “I did it.”

This is a written confession and it’s
starting to feel like Christmas. I rush back
in and...

He’s gone. I can’t help but notice Scott’s
smile.

Polly:
I don’t know if Oliver is guilty, I just

know he takes his tea with two sugars and
no milk. I like Oli, he reminds me of my
brother and he annoys Freeman, so that’s
a plus.

I wait in the pouring rain and rethink
Oli’s case.

A 16 year old walks into an art gallery

and leaves within five minutes. In those
five minutes the building’s entire security
system goes offline, ¤2 million worth of
artwork is stolen and there is a city-wide
power cut. The only witness was the lady at
the front desk who printed his ticket but
the only video footage is from a grainy
Tesco security camera next door. It’s just
not enough.

Oli has been arrested before, for hack-
ing into his school’s principal private
Facebook and then exposing him for
cheating on his wife, crashing the British’s
prime minister’s wedding and interrupt-
ing the vows... and who can forget the time
he ran a fake charity to help buy glass eyes
for blind dogs? I admit it’s impressive.

I’m late, and Freeman looks like he’s
going to kick the bucket, he sticks out his
arm for reasons that are beyond me,
perhaps a stroke, and almost has a connip-
tion when I start to hand Oli his brekkie.

“This is extremely unprofessional Scott,
in future, please refrain from supplying
our suspect with baked goods,” says
Freeman and I can’t help but pull a face.

Freeman is dying to know what’s going
on but I’m not telling him and neither is
Oli. Sometimes I fear me and Oli make a
better team than me and Freeman ever
will.

Freeman, the poor guy, has arrived at
his wits’ end.

It’s just me and Oli now.
“Run away with me.”
“Excuse me?” I nearly choke on my tea.
“To Paris.”

“I hate Paris.”
“You’ve never been.” How does he know

that?
“I’ve seen Ratatouille.”
“It’s not an accurate depiction.”
“You only want to go because you want

to fleece the Louvre.”
He laughs at that.
“It could be fun.” And he looks off into

the distance, thinking, I assume.
“You’re 16.” As if that’s the only prob-

lem. With that, Freeman runs back in.
Freeman is demanding a chat with yours

truly: it must be my lucky day.
Oli hands me a small swan, as a gift, so I

allow for some French banter as I watch
Freeman go a lovely shade of red.

He’s fuming but before I allow him to
monologue, I look at the swan. This is Oli
we’re dealing with; nothing is ever as it
seems.

“I knew it!” As much as I like Oli, I like
my job more.

Freeman takes it all in and, in an acute
attempt to totally steal my thunder, he
rushes into the interview room.

But Oli’s gone.
And I can’t help but smile.

Oliver:
I am totally guilty, I nearly always am.

Any crime you think I did? I did it, but this
is just between you and me.

This has to be the most uncomfortable
chair I have ever sat on, so much so I don’t
think anyone has noticed that I have been
removing the stuffing for the last couple of

Fighting Words 2021

Swans a
swimming

Laura Murtagh
Age 17
Sacred Heart School, Drogheda, Co
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days. Freeman has entered, showtime.
I spin in my chair and shove a piece of

chair stuffing into my mouth. Yes, it’s
childish but I have to work with what I got
and what I’ve got is Ikea furniture. I start
to chew, loudly obnoxiously some might
say, just enough to annoy Freeman. He
hands me the paper, thank you Ryan.

“Oliver,” he sighs and his hatred for me
is clear as day.

“Ryan,” I say and this tips him over the
edge, it always does.

I distract, that’s how I do things, that’s
how I stole the paintings. The power cuts,
the system fails... this isn’t my first rodeo, I

chew loudly, I ask about Polly and I hope
he can’t hear me rip the paper in half.

He doesn’t, he fancies himself too much
to notice and he’s talking to me: all I can
hear is “Bla, bla, bla.”

“I didn’t do it.” It’s my go-to answer,
always safe.

He’s about to blow a fuse. Then Polly,
love of my life, my saving grace, walks in.

I’m too focused on folding my papers,
one into the swan, the other over and over
again until it’s thick enough to jam a door.
Polly pulls a face and poor elderly Ryan is
gone, he’s out, we’ve broken him.

It’s me and Polly now, so I have to think
on my feet.

“Run away with me.”
“Excuse me?” she nearly chokes on her

tea.
“To Paris.”
“I hate Paris.”
“You’ve never been.” I’m guessing.
“I’ve seen Ratatouille.”
“It’s not an accurate depiction.”
“You only want to go because you want

to fleece the Louvre.”
I laugh at that. Don’t give me any more

ideas.
“It could be fun. “
“You’re 16.” As if that’s the only prob-

lem, and before I can argue back Freeman
runs in.

It’s now or never.
I hand her the small swan hoping she

doesn’t see the other paper under the table
and she thanks me in French. Maybe I’ll
give her a call in two years.

They walk out and before the door
closes, I kick the paper under it, it doesn’t
close properly and I remember: the only
thing you need to be a good criminal is
luck.

I open the door. They’re so close, but
they’re distracted by the swan, thank God,
and I duck under a bench. They storm back
into the room and I lock them in.

I spare one last glance through the small
glass panel before I begin running for my
life, and I can’t help but notice that I made
Officer Polly Scott smile.

Greystones you are the crispy battered cod in brown paper,
You are the always smiling and waving neighbour.
You are dipping your greasy chips in a melting 99,
Greystones you are just divine.
Greystones you are morning mothers going for school run coffees,
You are Mrs Mooney and the children snaked round jars of toffees,
You are the glorious anticipation of sugary delights,
Greystones you are sipping wine at a candlelit dinner party on Friday nights.
Greystones your streets are littered with aspiring vegans.
Greystones you get up at 5 for a sunrise swim... for what reasons?
Greystones you are handstands on the street and wearing shorts all winter.
Greystones you are history being torn to the ground, with the La Touche in pieces,
You are new buildings like concrete jungles,
Greystones, you are watching as your heritage decreases.
Greystones you are a stuck-up snob with a mischievous sparkle in your eyes.
Greystones you are the superstitious good luck in two magpies.
Greystones you are seaside, Spendloves, sunshine,
the perfect home away from home for our visitors.
Greystones you are coffee shops and chemists on every street corner,
You are the “matcha chai iced latte with two pumps of hazelnut” order.
Greystones you are the underestimated Aldi version of our favourite biscuit,
Greystones buying digestives in Tesco is a rip off, I wouldn’t risk it.

Greystones, you are just a short drive away,
Greystones we are here to stay,
Greystones you are home,
Mentioned 19 times in this poem,
Na chlocha liatha you are all of us,
Greystones you are me.

Greystones you are...

Once upon a time there was a toaster named Pubert. He
was happily playing with Bert the Slice of Bread in the
park.

They lived in Kitchenville. Kitchenville was just a giant
kitchen and all the toasters and utensils lived there.

When they were playing in the park, they saw Bob the
Bread Bin and Lightning Donkey was next to him.

Lightning Donkey had his therapist beside him because
he was going through a rough patch.

Pubert overheard them talking about a contest to toast
the best toast in the world.

Pubert started running home with Bert to start training.
Pubert was toasting a lot of toast and Bert was checking

the tenderness to see if it was good.
Bert was eating all the toast. Lightning Donkey ran into

the house and he had electrocuted his therapist...

How Pubert
became the best
toaster in the
world
Scoil San Carlo, Leixlip,
Co Kildare
4th Class
Illustration by Imran Nasrudin
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Cyborg
Alpha

I
n a derelict base on an abandoned
moon orbiting a dead planet, an
alarm blared its warning.

The Surgeon ignored the alarm,
focusing on the operation before

him. His soldiers would hold the intruders
off long enough for him to finish his task.
No point rushing now that he was so close
to finishing his creation. It had taken him
years, but soon it would be ready.

On the table before the Surgeon lay
what had once been a man. It could no
longer be called that. Metallic pieces
replaced parts of the flesh. Where the
brain should be was a powerful computer,
wires in the place of veins.

The alarm cut out, leaving the Surgeon
listening to gunfire echoing through the
hallways of the moon base.

The Surgeon moved on to the last few
screws, there to fix a panel on to the
creation’s stomach. He drilled in each
screw slowly and carefully, twisting the
screwdriver lightly, knowing a mistake
now would ruin everything. The Surgeon

wasn’t worried. He had faith in his abilities
and in the abilities of his creation.

“Freeze!” a voice barked. The Surgeon
barely glanced over at the doorway. A
soldier stood there, wearing blue armour.
His rifle was pointed at the Surgeon.
Planets linked together formed the logo on
his chest, the letters UPCD printed above
the logo.

“Stand up and move away from the
table!” the soldier ordered. “By the order
of the United Planets of the Conrorian
District, you are under arrest for gathering
and arming known criminals.” The Sur-
geon ignored the soldier. He moved on to
the final screw.

“Final warning!” the soldier shouted.
The Surgeon finished tightening the last
screw. “If you do not comply immediate-
ly . . .”

In one fast, fluid motion the Surgeon
threw the screwdriver. The tool lodged
into the soldier’s neck, cutting off his
voice. He collapsed, his gun falling to the
floor.

The Surgeon pushed his chair away
from the operating table over to a
computer. He began typing quickly,
starting a programme he had prepared
long before. Wires led from the computer
across to his creation. A loading bar
appeared and the Surgeon waited as it
slowly moved across the screen. He
quickly checked if everything else was
ready.

“Stop what you are doing!” a new voice
commanded. The Surgeon turned to look
at a soldier in the doorway, almost identi-
cal to the first. “Stand up and back away
from the computer!”

The Surgeon cast a final glance at the
computer screen before complying with
the soldier’s instructions. The man looked
quickly at his dead comrade before return-
ing his gaze to the Surgeon.

“You have murdered a marine and you
shall be duly punished,” the soldier de-
clared. “The Council does not stand for
such things. Get on your knees!” The
soldier came closer, watching the Surgeon

Tim Callanan
Age 16
Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh,
Bishopstown, Cork
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kneel. “By the decree of the High Coun-
cil, the wise rulers of the United Planets
of the Conrorian District, you shall be
brought before a court and will stand
trial for your crimes.”

The soldier reached down to his belt
with one hand, the other still pointing the
gun at the Surgeon’s head. He retrieved
electric manacles and came nearer to the
Surgeon. Suddenly, he flew backwards
across the room, a hole burned through
the centre of his chest.

The Surgeon rose from his knees and
turned around. His creation was sitting
up on the table. His arm was pointed at
where the soldier had been, the hand
folded back to reveal a cannon. The
creation swung his legs off the table and
stood up, wires disengaging themselves
from his head.

“Alpha,” the Surgeon breathed in awe.
He took in his creation. Eight feet tall, he
towered over the Surgeon, his body a
mixture of steel and flesh. He carried
over all his memories from when he had

been a man as well as all the information
uploaded from the computer. To the
Surgeon, he was a thing of beauty and
power. He almost laughed from the
pleasure of it. Finally, his creation was
ready, after so many failed attempts. And
this was only the first of many who would
be feared across the stars. The others
would be easier now.

The Surgeon brought himself back to
the present, the sound of gunfire in the
hallways growing nearer. The soldiers
approached, and next it would not be just
lone forerunners.

“Alpha, first of the Cyborgs,” the
Surgeon said, “report your status.”

“One hundred per cent operational,
master,” Alpha said, his voice deep and
mechanical.

“Weapons systems?”
“Ammunition is full, master.”
“Excellent.”
“Don’t move!” a voice called. Five

soldiers burst into the room, guns ready.
Alpha’s second arm was up in the blink of
an eye, the hand folding back. Bullets
ripped up each soldier, Alpha only
stopping when they were all dead.

Four new guards entered the room.
They stared at Alpha, who swung his arm
around to face them. These troops were
dressed all in black armour, wearing no
insignia or rank. The Surgeon had paid a
lot of money to gather and train his
soldiers, all for the day the United Plan-
ets would attack. They were serving their
purpose well.

“Lieutenant, how goes the battle?” the
Surgeon asked the lead soldier.

“Hangars One, Two and Five are
completely under enemy control, and
their troops are spreading out through
the base, sir,” the lieutenant said. “The
fighting is continuing in Hangars Three,
Four, Six and Seven, but I don’t know for
how much longer we can hold out.”

“Contact Captain Hormir in the
Command Room,” the Surgeon ordered
as he walked towards one of the doors.
Alpha followed him closely. “Tell the
captain to begin the Eradication Proto-
col.”

The lieutenant spoke into the commu-
nication panel on the wrist of his suit,
trying to reach Hormir. After a few
moments, the man turned back to the
Surgeon. “Unable to contact Captain
Hormir, sir. The Command Room may
already be lost.”

“Well, that does make things more
interesting,” the Surgeon said. “Alpha,
go to the Command Room. Begin the
Eradication Protocol. Meet me back at
Hangar Three.”

“Yes, master,” Alpha said. He turned
on his heels and began running down the
hallway, his feet hitting the ground with
metallic thuds.

The Surgeon turned to his four sol-
diers. “Escort me to Hangar Three,” he
ordered.

The soldiers formed a square around

him and entered the corridors. They
walked quickly, checking each corner for
enemies.

The sounds of fighting came closer and
then went further away as the UPCD
soldiers forced their way through parts of
the moon base.

Finally, they reached a locked door.
The soldiers paused, the lieutenant
typing the code into the keypad. The door
slid open to reveal a battlefield within.
More than half of the hangar was over-
run with UPCD soldiers, attacking the
small group of the Surgeon’s men who
still fought back.

The Surgeon’s escort moved out of the
corridor and joined the defence. But
there were too many UPCD soldiers. The
Surgeon ducked behind a container,
waiting. He still had faith. The UPCD
troops advanced, slaughtering most of
his soldiers. Another squad of UPCD
men arrived behind them, trapping them
in.

Just as the Surgeon’s confidence was
beginning to wane, a figure landed in the
centre of the hangar, denting the ground
beneath him. The UPCD soldiers spun to
face him, but Alpha was too quick. He
raised both his arms, the cannon and the
machine gun, and began firing. The
soldiers were massacred, their bullets
doing little against the Cyborg. Alpha’s
chest panel slid back, producing a gre-
nade. He pulled it out and threw it at the
entrance behind the Surgeon. It explod-
ed, collapsing the passageway on top of
the squad.

The Surgeon strode towards Alpha, his
surviving two soldiers following him. He
pointed at a small ship, big enough for
only a couple of people.

“Alpha, start my ship,” he ordered the
Cyborg. Alpha turned and walked up the
ramp into the ship.

“Sir, there are better ships that we
could prepare for our journey,” one of
the soldiers said.

The Surgeon looked at him. “Hand me
your gun,” he said. The soldier obliged,
confused. The Surgeon spun the gun
around and shot the two soldiers in the
chest. He chucked the gun to the side and
climbed the ramp into his ship.

In the Command Room, a timer
ran down to zero. Seen by billions of
people across the United Planets of the
Conrorian District, including the High
Council, the moon exploded. The dead
soldiers were mourned, as was the lost
chance to interrogate the criminals. But
overall, the mission was considered a
success.

Seen by none, the Surgeon’s ship
escaped. Their course was set for the Sol
system, a dead and desolate system
where he would continue his work. Soon,
Alpha would be joined by more of his
kind. The Surgeon rested happily.

His journey to become the ultimate
Overlord of the Galaxy was just
beginning.

‘‘The Surgeon rose from his
knees and turned around.
His creation was sitting up on
the table. His arm was
pointed at where the soldier
had been, the hand folded
back to reveal a cannon

Lean ar Aghaidh
Eitlíonn na héin sa spéir
Ag glioscarnach faoin ghrian
Ach féachaim tríd an bhfuinneog

Ardaíonn na bláthanna a gcinn
Agus tógann siad a gcéad anáil
Ach féachaim tríd an bhfuinneog

Déanann na cait a gcuid damhsa
Ag rolladh go leisciúil ar na sráideanna teo
Ach féachaim tríd an bhfuinneog

Leanann an domhan ar aghaidh
Ach féachaimid tríd an bhfuinneog

Lean ar
Aghaidh
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W
hat a day it was! A village
boy’s dream was about to
come true. I couldn’t
believe it when my sister
broke the news to me about

our family trip to Bosaso, the famous and
beautiful coastal city. It was about time for
me to get out of my comfort zone and take
a trip I was longing for and to a city that in
my view is a coastal icon in Somalia.

After having breakfast we headed to the
bus stop where we could board the bus. I
was so excited about the trip: it was in the
middle of January, the weather was
perfect, cold with the morning breeze. I
could see the goats and camels grazing on
the slopes. The bus took off and in a short
while we passed through the capital city of
Garowe Puntland state.

It was quiet and beautiful, but my eyes
were waiting for something else. It would
be my first time to see the sea and experi-
ence a whole new chapter of adventures.

One village after another, one town after
another, it was getting better and better
and most importantly, closer! I saw amaz-
ing landscapes and beautiful ranges of
mountains in the Bari region. What a trip
so far . . . and the suspense! You can’t
imagine how high it was when I saw the sea
from a distance. I knew then that we were
very close and after a short while the driver
said to me with a big smile on his face,
“You see those houses on the horizon?
That is Bosaso.”

When we arrived at Bosaso, a new
atmosphere, a new environment struck

me: what a big city it was. The tall build-
ings, the glamorous cafes, restaurants,
supermarkets, malls . . . and so many
people. I already liked it. We got off the bus
at Aunt Zeynab’s house right in the centre
of the city. We were warmly welcomed and
I had fish for lunch for the first time in my
life. It was magnificently yummy. Since we
were tired we had a siesta, and I woke up
after asar (afternoon) prayers.

My uncle Ahmed asked me: “Do you
want to see around the neighbourhood? I
can show you around the place.”

Who was I to quibble? It was exactly
what I wanted, so we went out. I saw where
he played football, where he hung out with
his friends. He showed me a big masjid
where they pray, and took me to a nearby
market called Suuqa Canaha. I was
stunned by the number of market stalls,
the shops and how crowded it was. There
were people selling meat, fish and lobsters.
There were others selling clothes and
cosmetics. Surprisingly, he told me it was
not a busy day.

I remembered what they say in the
village about people in the cities; that they
are really busy people, but until this point I

had not suspected how busy.
We then headed to a nearby cafe, had

tea and some sweets that were really nice.
At that moment the thought of never going
back to the village crossed my mind. When
I saw this school, well, I became a bit
jealous; it was such a big school. Every-
thing seemed big here, I wished I lived
here.

We got back to my aunt’s home and dad
told me that we would go to the sea the
following day. I couldn’t wait till then, I
had heard many stories about this sea. It
was time for me to experience it for myself.

On the next day as dawn broke and we
prayed, I didn’t go back to sleep after-
wards, I went outside the house and sat on
a curb thinking about how I could move
here one day. How I would convince my
parents and get their unanimous approval.
After a while everyone woke up, had
breakfast and then we went off to the sea.

It was also an opportunity to see some
parts of the town.

When we reached the sea, it was spectac-
ular! I can’t express how jubilant I was, the
waves hitting my toes and the cold breeze
from the shore. I saw boats leaving and
coming and when I asked about them, I
was told they were fishermen. What a
struggle they went through. I was eager to
accompany them but also scared of drown-
ing since I didn’t know how to swim. I
asked my mom for consent. She hesitated,
because I couldn’t swim, so I couldn’t go. I
loved the view, birds flying over the sea,
the sound of the waves. What more could I
ask for?

It was now a dream for me to learn how
to swim so when I got back to the house, I
asked my cousin if he could be of help and
he accepted my request without hesita-
tion.

In the afternoon I left with my cousin to
go to the sea, and there the lesson began.
After several hours I could try to swim and
we swam for a while but it is a craft that
needs practice to perfect it. I got really
tired and we headed back home, tired but
over the moon. I ate my dinner and went to
sleep.

The whole of the next day was dedicated
to family and visits to relatives. In the
afternoon we went with mom to the
market and she bought us some stuff. I got
new shoes and I loved them. We had one
last tour around the city. My siblings and I
started talking to mom about moving here
and the opportunities this place holds and
how we liked it so much. She said she
would consider it and let dad know about
it.

We were very hopeful that one day we
would be here permanently and not just
for a visit. I felt sad knowing we would
travel back to the village the following day;
but was happy because I had discovered so
much. Plus I was going back home with a
whole new life experience that would
forever be cherished and the beginning of
travel adventures.

A trip for a village boy like me to a big
industrial coastal city was a milestone.

My first visit to Bosaso

Mohamed
Aged 15
Dillin Primary School, Somalia

WorldVisionprogramme

Bosaso, Somalia: “I was stunned by the
number of market stalls, the shops and
how crowded it was. There were people
selling meat, fish and lobsters”

WorldVisionIreland is a child focused overseas aid
organisation and has worked with Fighting Words on a

number of projects. These pieces were written by children
World Vision has worked with in Syria and Somalia and

have been translated from their original languages.
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O
nce upon a long time ago, in a
time of war, there was a
pregnant woman who lived
with her husband in a small
hut. Due to the war, their

living conditions became worse; poverty
was suffocating them. The husband
decided to fight in the war and a short
while later, he passed away. A month after
her husband’s death, the woman gave
birth to twins whom she named Amer and
Ali.

The two boys survived two months with
their mother through poverty, then it
became too much to bear, so the mother
decided to migrate to another country.
Before they left, the mother prepared two
necklaces with the boys’ names engraved
on them. She gave each boy a necklace and
they marched to face a harsh journey. On
their way, there was a big river and it had
an old bridge above it, the mother could

not carry both boys, so she left Ali on one
side of the river and carried Amer to place
him on the other end. Upon her return to
carry Ali, the bridge fell apart throwing
her into the river to drown.

Ali stayed on one side and Amer on the
other. Years passed after that incident and
by God’s will, each child became the king
of the town in which they were stranded.
Corruption blew up between the two
towns, war and fighting rose between the
two sides.

One day, Amer requested a meeting
with Ali so they could put an end to this
war. During their meeting, Ali saw Amer’s
necklace and asked:

“Who are you and where do you come
from?”.

Amer answered, “A kind man found me
on the river bank. He raised me with good
manners, taught me archery and sword
fighting. I became strong and was chosen
as one of the king’s soldiers. Why do you
ask?”

“I saw the necklace you are wearing, and
it looks just like mine,” Ali responded.

“Then show me your necklace.” Amer
requested.

“Before I do, allow me to tell you my
story,” his brother suggested.

“The king’s soldiers found me on the
river bank as well. They took me to the
king, who had no children, so he and his
wife adopted me as their son. He raised me
to be a good and well-mannered man. He
also taught me how to fight,” Ali shared.

“Show me what’s engraved on your
necklace.” Ali asked Amer.

He saw what was engraved on the
necklace, both men were surprised and
they embraced each other upon realising
they were brothers. The war was put to an
end and the two towns united to live in
peace.

Abouttheauthor
Dara (not her real name) is a displaced
Syrian young girl who is currently living in
a displacement camp with her uncle
northwest of Syria. She lost her mother
and father to the war. World Vision’s
protection centre in Syria was able to
identify Dara and enrol her in one of the
child protection centres through her
friend who was a previous beneficiary at
the centre

Two orphan kings

On their way, there was a big
river and it had an old bridge
above it, the mother could not
carry both boys, so she left Ali
on one side of the river and
carried Amer to place him on
the other end. Upon her
return to carry Ali, the bridge
fell apart throwing her into
the river to drown

‘‘
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Aged 13
Syria
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The effect of coronavirus on my life,
my family and my studies

M
y name is Abshiro . I am a
girl aged 16 currently
studying in class eight. In
this story, I am going to talk
about how the coronavirus

has had a bad impact on my life, family and
my studies.

At the start of the Covid -19 pandemic
my life became miserable, faced with
numerous challenges. The most unforget-
table one was the lockdown of the popula-
tion, with no movement allowed. I really
missed the freedom to play with other
children in my village but in order to keep
safe from Coronavirus transmission I had
to comply with the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) guidelines and government
restrictions of practicing social distancing.

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, we used
to eat together in my peer age group with
no fear or distress. The arrival of the
pandemic has made our life upset and
gloomy, being stuck in the home and not
going to my beloved school, where my
dream of becoming a doctor lays and
where I used to enjoy taking part in read-
ing and writing competitions. It is like a
feeling of loneliness full of disappoint-
ment.

The school closure around mid-March
2020, followed by my father’s loss of his
job because of the pandemic was a devas-
tating situation for our family. All these
have been tough indeed as our household
daily routine has completely changed
because of the loss of income the family
has experienced due to my father losing
his job. This has badly affected our house-
hold’s daily meals as we are not able to
cook three times a day as most families do
for breakfast, lunch and dinner. In fact,
this increased the depression of our family
alongside our increased vulnerability
during the Covid-19 pandemic.

The Covid-19 pandemic has drastically

changed my life. Formerly I used to go to
school regularly. But at the height of the
pandemic, by the end of the day I was
accustomed to being unhappy, exhausted
mentally as well as physically and some-
times I slept badly.

Nowadays, things are gradually pro-
gressing in the right way despite the
continued existence of the virus. I try my
best to feel calm and be focused on my
education, to wake up early in the morning
and prepare myself not to miss my studies.

Before Covid-19, I used to be well moti-
vated and wake up as early as 5am and
attended school with passion. During the
weekend when there were no classes, I
used to visit my neighbouring friends, in
order to have fun with my friends. Fear of

the unknown and the pandemic forced me
to stay at home and help my parents to do
the housework. I missed the golden
opportunity we used to have to sit together
in class to fully and physically attend our
studies without social distancing. During
the onset of the pandemic, the teachers
were trying to teach through distance
learning to mitigate any possibility of the
virus spreading among the students, but I
can confidently say that remote classes are
boring, not as interesting as the normal
classes. There were distance learning
programmes developed by the ministry of
education during the early phase of the
virus but honestly, living in a remote area
whereby there is less access to internet,
television or smart phones, you can
imagine how hard it was for me and my
friends to take part in the online education
platforms set up by the ministry. The little
access we depended on during those hard
times was the radio programme, though
even it was not free for all. In order for

remote learning to be effective, the minis-
try of education, with support from inter-
national organizations, should develop a
special online method that covers all needs
of students regardless of where he/she is,
whether they are in a town or rural. Most-
ly, online education was beneficial for
students in big towns of Puntland

One year is gone now since the start of
the virus, thankfully all students are back
to school now. The challenges of the virus
are still felt in many ways but thank God
things are not like the way it was during
the start of the pandemic. I am lucky my
loved ones and I are safe and healthy and I
am grateful for all the hardworking first
responders that sacrificed so much to help
us during this difficult time. I am very
grateful to parents who struggled with us
during the past difficult time. I am not
saying the virus is done now, but hopefully
as soon as possible by the help of the
almighty God it will go away for good.

Thank you for reading.

Abshiro
Age 16
Somalia

WorldVisionprogramme

Remote learning: ‘I missed the golden
opportunity we used to have to sit
together in class to fully and physical-
ly attend our studies’. Illustration: Getty
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M
y school is called Suubaan
primary school. It is located
in Suubaan village under
Godobjiraan district in
Nugal region. My school

was started in the year 2008. It consists of

six classrooms, separate latrines for boys
and girls, a teachers’ staffroom, principal’s
office and one big playground. Unfortu-
nately my school has no fence, no dining
hall and no library. My school is located at
a very good place away from the village
noises such as the grunts of the camels and
the bleating of sheep and goats. I feel calm
and concentrated when I am in the class
studying because of the short distance
between the village and the school.

My school has highly qualified, disci-
plined, dedicated and hardworking
teachers. There is a very good relationship
between the teachers and the students. My
class teacher is very kind and always
encourages us to follow the school rules
and regulations. He is called Yusuf. The
students are very hardworking too, eager
to learn and highly disciplined.

My teachers teach us very politely and
help us learn subjects in very creative and
attractive ways. They give us daily class
assignments and homework. My parents
are supportive too. My mother wakes up
early in the morning every day to prepare
breakfast for me and my brothers so we do
not feel hungry during the class. Both my
parents encourage me every day to be-
come a good, disciplined and hardworking
student.

In my school, we have extracurricular
activities such as drama clubs, football
club, hygiene, choir and reading clubs. I
am a member of the football club and
reading club.

Every Thursday, our teachers conduct
reading competitions for students who are
part of the reading club. Since I have
joined the reading club, it has improved

my reading skills and confidence. It has
also improved my vocabulary and devel-
oped my communication skills.

My school also has a big playground
where all students gather during the break
time and at weekends to do exercise in
order to stay fit and healthy. We all play
different types of games in the playground.
Boys mainly play football and other tradi-
tional games. Our teachers encourage all
students to take part in extracurricular
activities and be part of at least one club. I
am a member of the football club and my
football team consist of strong and good
players whose game I admire very much. I
hope in the future our school produces
great players who participate in football
games at both national and international
level.

I love my school.

My beloved school

Hasan
Age 15
Suubaan primary School, Somalia

My school is
located at a
very good
place away
from the
village noises
such as the
grunts of the
camels and
the bleating of
sheep and
goats
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WhatLivesInYourImaginationProject

Tadhg takes
the train

The recent changes in Harry’s life
have started to affect his mental
health and he has developed depres-

sion as a result. The depression is having
an impact on Harry’s job and the time he
spends with his children.

Harry’s wife has tried to support him but
now she does not know how she can help
him. Harry has a dog that goes everywhere
with him. His dog’s name is Rex. Rex helps
him at work. They go to the shop together.
Rex helps Harry on public transport and
makes sure that he is safely sitting down
before the bus moves.

Harry’s wife, Sally, and their four
children, Mark, Bobby, Steven and Amy,
support Harry. They help him around the
house with chores. If Harry needs some-
thing they can get it for him. The children
also support Sally so that she is not on her
own helping Harry.

When Sally is feeling down, her and
Amy go shopping and have coffee while
the lads sit at home with Harry watching a
Liverpool versus Man United match.

During the match, Harry needs a glass of
water and Bobby offers to get it for him.

Bobby goes into the kitchen to get a glass
of water and he realises the tap is broken!

Bobby goes to tell Harry that the tap is
broken.

Harry asks Mark to ring the plumber to
fix the tap. Instead, Bobby gets his dad a
glass of milk.

“Lads, I’m struggling to work at home
and I need your support when I’m doing
work,” Harry asked.

“I can help you out with your work if you
need any help,” Mark said.

Sally and Amy came home from the
shops and she asked Harry how his day
went and who won the match.

Sally gave Harry a kiss as she walked
through the door.

“Liverpool,” Harry responded.
“Do you need any help with your work?

If you need anything I can type it out for
you,” Sally asked.

“Yes, that would be a big help.”
The Collins family all made dinner

together. For their Sunday dinner, they
had chicken curry. When they all sat down
to dinner together, Harry was happy.

Harry was happy because he had loads
of support and he knew he could lean on
his family whenever he needed it.

Tadhg is a tiger. He has lived in the
zoo all his life. Early one morning
he was walking in his enclosure,

when he realised that the gate was open,
so he ran out.

“I have been trying to get out of here
for so long,” said Tadhg. So, he left his
enclosure to take a walk around. He saw
a sign saying Fota Wildlife Park. He saw
lots of different animals. He even saw
Max the monkey playing with the other
monkeys. Tadhg often spoken to Max
through their enclosures.

When Max saw Tadhg he climbed
across. Max and Tadhg wandered

around the park until they arrived at the
train station. Max told Tadhg that
behind a train door was a secret stash of
fresh meat.

“I will show it to you, but it is in a
magic door that you will have to go
through to get the meat. Are you ready
for an adventure?”

“Yes, I am ready.” Tadhg got in and
the door shut behind him.

To Tadhg’s horror the train started
to move and even worse there was no
juicy meat, only a bunch of screaming
people. This frightened Tadhg and he
hid in a corner of one of the train
carriages. He had never seen so many
people this close before without his
glass screen. He waited till the train
stopped and all the people ran out.
Tadhg crept out through the magic
door. He stepped out on to the busy
platform and hid behind a big box.
Even though Tadhg was brave in his
enclosure he did not feel brave now.

After a while Tadhg saw some friendly
faces. The keepers from Fota came to
rescue him and to bring him home.
Tadhg did not know that Max the
monkey was such a joker.

By Rachel, Alex,
Connie, and Deante

CentralRemedialClinicProject

Harry’s story

In January 2021, Fighting Words
opened the What Lives In Your Imagina-
tion project and invited young writers
aged 7-12 to send us stories aboutani-
mals, real or imagined.

The response was fantastic. We only
had space to include one of the 126
stories here, but please take the time to
read all of the stories and poems on
fightingwords.ie .

Illustration:
Imran
Nasrudin

Eoghan Ó Súilleabháin
Age 9
Gaelscoil Uí Riordain, Ballincollig,
Co Cork

Covid-19 has had a big impact on the lives
of people living with a disability in Ireland.
For this Erasmus+ project, Fighting Words
volunteers worked online with young
adults from a variety of Central Remedial
Cliniccampuses in Dublin to createanorig-
inal story. Using fictional characters, they
examinedhow theycould improve their sit-
uation in gaining access to support servic-
es during this pandemic.

Backgroundandpersonalinformation
Harry is a well-educated 30-year-old man
from Raheny. As a TD, Harry has a high-de-

mand job that is quite stressful at times.
He alsohas his family to look after and pro-
vide for. His wife is available to look after
their four children while he works long
hours away from home in the Dáil.

Harry developed a rare condition five
years ago which led to him losing his eye-
sight. He has a guide dog to help him re-
main independent, but he had to make big
changes in his life when he became blind.

He can no longer drive or enjoy his fa-
vourite pastime of photography. He uses
public transport daily to travel into town
for work, mainly using the Dart.

Fighting Words 2021
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Roimh éirí na gréine
Tosaíonn an ceol
Coc a dúdal -dú
Tá an coileach ag glaoch

Is iontach an clog é
Ag dúiseacht an tí
Na cearca ag grágaíl
Istigh lena thaobh

Tá sé mar gharda
Istigh i gcró na gcearc
Nuair a shíneann sé a fhéin amach
Tosaíonn sé ag glaoch

Tá sé chomh gleoite
Nuair a bhíonn sé ag glaoch
Lena chaipín deas dearg
Is na cleití ildaite san aer

Is é an ceol céanna a bhíonn aige
Nuair a bhíonn sé ag glaoch
Ní chloiseann tú aige
Ach coc a dúdal -dú.

An coileach
Cluck Norris

Jimmy Johnson and Gibby Gobson
were lighthouse keepers, room-
mates, best friends and second

cousins once removed.
They lived on their lighthouse on a

rock in the middle of the ocean. The last
time they had seen a ship was 1998 but
they thought it best to keep the light on.
You know, just in case.

Unfortunately, the lighthouse was
upside down, unlike traditional lighthous-
es. This was due to the architect holding
the plans upside down for the entire build
process. But the rock was small, and it
was really more about the lifestyle now
than anything else.

Jimmy Johnson and Gibby Gobson
spent their time reading books, as the
lighthouse pretty much took care of
itself, and they spent their evenings
reading stories of villains, knights,
cowboys and wizards by the light of the
lighthouse.

As well as their reading, Jimmy
Johnson and Gibby Gobson had over the
years collected six sharks, fourteen
octopi and fifty-three fish of various
species. They don’t know the individual
names, but they were pretty sure one
was a halibut.

On a day not unlike most others, they
heard a rumble. Then a murmur,
followed by a gurgle and then a turdle.

It was the kraken. He had never been

never happy with the lighthouse, having
objected to the planning permission on
several occasions. But the straw that
broke the kraken’s back was that Gibby
Gobson had netted his favourite nephew
for the aquarium.

With a swift karate chop, the light-
house was upended into the ocean and
floated down into the murky depths.
Jimmy Johnson and Gibby Gobson held
their breath – and each other’s hands –
and hoped for a miracle.

That miracle came in the shape of an
unexploded bomb from a German
U-boat. When the lighthouse landed on
the bomb, it exploded and shot the
lighthouse into the air.

Jimmy Johnson and Gibby Gobson
were sure they were going to land on the
moon or Mars or maybe some new
planet, but they ended up in Freddy
Fredson’s garden. Freddy, despite his
name, was no relation.

Freddy Fredson was an archaeologist.
He had just returned from Italy with a
recipe for pizza sauce from Leonardo da
Vinci. Not that Leonardo da Vinci, but
rather a well-known pizza chain from
the same time.

As well as a tasty sauce, Freddy
Fredson believed this would be an
excellent cement to rebuild the now
pretty much demolished lighthouse.
Early signs were promising but as they
put the light back on the top, the sauce
gave way, mainly because it had no
binding properties whatsoever.

Jimmy Johnson and Gibby Gobson
screamed with terror and delight as the
light, now separated from the rest of the
structure, rolled at great speed towards
the ocean.

With a splash and a whoosh, Jimmy
Johnson and Gibby Gobson landed in
the ocean. With arms for paddles, they
made their way back towards their rock,
with a craving for pizza. One plain
cheese, one pepperoni.

The5x5Project–FiveIsNoLimit

Stephen Ó Ruanaí
Colaiste an Eachréidh, Baile Átha an
Rí, Co na Gaillimhe

At the start of 2021, following the an-
nouncement of a further period of Level 5
restrictions during which people were
asked to stay within 5km of home. Fight-
ing Words invited writers aged 12 and
older to unlock their five senses and to
explore the world within their 5km.

They were asked to send us a photo of a

scene or object within their 5km boundary
that inspired them and to write its story in
five sentences, five verses or five para-
graphs.

We called it The 5x5 Project – Five Is No
Limit. All the submissions – more than
320 in all – can be viewed in an online
anthology on fightingwords.ie.

YoungStorykeeperinitiative

Jimmy Johnson and
Gibby Gobson get loose,

get wrecked and get pizza

Eli Gannon
Age 9
Camcloon NS, Derrylahan, Athlone,
Co Roscommon

This story was submitted as part of the
“Become a Young Storykeeper” initia-
tive, run by Fighting Words and Great
Lighthouses of Ireland in 2020. Young
writers aged between 7-12 years were
invited to submit pieces that were in-

spired by lighthouses. The response
was tremendous – the 1,300 submis-
sionsare collected in five volumes of the
Young Storykeeper digital magazine on
fightingwords.ie and greatlighthous-
es.com
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“Happiness this
past year was
bittersweet

Happiness this
past year was
bittersweet “

Yet we still managed to stay

upbeat
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